STABLE SEAS:
BAY OF BENGAL
The report was also informed by the expertise of a wide variety of regional stakeholders who generously took the time to speak with the Stable Seas team.
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INTRODUCTION

The Bay of Bengal and adjoining Andaman Sea comprise a massive maritime area covering nearly 3 million square kilometers, a space larger than the land area of India. This “Greater Bay of Bengal” region is also immense and diverse in terms of demographics. The five countries surrounding the Greater Bay of Bengal littoral—India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Myanmar, and Thailand—had a combined population of 1.7 billion in 2018, constituting more than one in every five people on earth.\(^1\) Myanmar has 135 recognized ethnic groups. India mentions 22 languages in its constitution, and hundreds of other languages and dialects are also spoken.\(^2\) The region features majority Buddhist, Hindu, and Muslim states, with significant populations of religious minorities in several countries. Finally, the regional economy is huge and growing. These states have a combined GDP of $3.7 trillion,\(^3\) and feature some of the world’s fastest-growing economies.\(^4\) The Greater Bay of Bengal clearly has immense demographic and economic potential. In order for that potential to be fully realized, effective policies will be needed to mitigate threats and capitalize on opportunities in their shared maritime space.

THE GREATER BAY OF BENGAL REGION
GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE OF THE REPORT: THE GREATER BAY OF BENGAL REGION

While states such as Malaysia and Indonesia could be considered part of the greater Bay of Bengal region, their maritime security interest in the Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea is often overshadowed by concerns in other maritime regions. For that reason, throughout the report we use the term “Bay of Bengal” to refer to the greater region which is comprised of the Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea and the islands they contain, as well as the proximate coastal areas of Sri Lanka, India, Bangladesh, Myanmar, and Thailand, for which the Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea areas are more central to their maritime strategy. All of these states have significant exclusive economic zones in and coastlines along the Bay of Bengal.

The Bay of Bengal region is impacted by a variety of maritime security and governance challenges. Armed robbery and kidnapping for ransom in the north of the bay threaten vessels at anchorage and impact the safety of fisherfolk. Poverty and conflict drive members of vulnerable communities to set out along dangerous maritime migration routes, enriching criminal networks involved in human smuggling and trafficking. Illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing threatens the marine ecosystem and the livelihoods of fishing communities. Small vessels are used to avoid detection in the trafficking of drugs and contraband. Climate vulnerability is a looming challenge with the potential to drive increased maritime migration, degrade coastal welfare, and undermine the potential of the “blue economy.”

These challenges are serious but far from insurmountable, and regional states and multilateral organizations are working hard to build the basis for a secure, well-governed, and prosperous Bay of Bengal. This report seeks to supplement these regional efforts by providing detailed, rigorous, and impartial analysis of the challenges to maritime security across nine issue areas in the Bay of Bengal, synthesizing the progress which has already been made and identifying opportunities which could help build on those efforts. Special attention is paid to the interconnected nature of both the challenges and opportunities in the maritime space. By providing this analysis we hope to highlight the importance of the maritime space to the future of the region and facilitate a shared understanding of the path towards a more collaborative, secure, and prosperous Bay of Bengal, both at sea and on shore.

The report is the product of extensive desk research into academic work, reports from international organizations and NGOs, and global and regional data on maritime issues in the region, as well as field research and interviews with regional experts across academia, government, think tanks, and international organizations. We owe immense gratitude to all of the experts who took the time to provide their expertise for the report, as it gave a much more nuanced understanding of the regional maritime security dynamics than could have otherwise been achieved.

With this report, we hope to highlight the importance of the maritime space to the future of the region and facilitate a shared understanding of the path towards a more collaborative, secure, and prosperous Bay of Bengal, both at sea and on shore.
Chapter Outline

The report is organized into nine chapters that examine different issue areas of relevance to maritime security and governance in the Bay of Bengal. These issues are inherently overlapping and each chapter seeks to highlight the interconnected nature of the issues.

The first chapter, **BLUE ECONOMY**, explores the state of economic development in the maritime space in each country of the region, including shipping and ports, fisheries, tourism, and offshore hydrocarbons. The region has placed increased emphasis on the development of the blue economy in recent years. Regional shipping, coastal tourism, and hydrocarbons are all well placed for expansion which can, if responsibly managed, contribute to macroeconomic growth and coastal welfare and facilitate trade. In order to realize this potential, significant financial investment will be required. Steps to improve the investment environment and encourage public–private partnerships will help facilitate this.

The second chapter, **COASTAL WELFARE**, examines the economic and physical security of coastal communities across the Bay of Bengal littoral. The region has seen a dramatic improvement in socioeconomic welfare in recent decades, and coastal communities in the region generally fare better than their inland compatriots. However, there remain pockets of coastal poverty, often impacted by conflict, where communities have been left behind. Political violence in the region is largely in inland areas, but a few ongoing conflicts in coastal areas of the bay threaten the physical security of coastal communities.

The third chapter, **RULE OF LAW**, focuses on the roles that onshore corruption, public service provision, and issues of economic and political exclusion play in maritime security and governance. Corruption, particularly in regional ports, hampers shipping and trade efficiency, which are key to the development of the blue economy. Illicit networks engaged in maritime crime such as human trafficking, kidnapping for ransom, and armed robbery of vessels have also occasionally relied on corrupt officials to shield their operations. The region also exhibits pockets of inequitable service provision and socioeconomic exclusion which threaten to isolate certain coastal communities. One particularly prominent form of exclusion in the region is the presence of large stateless communities, which can contribute to coastal conflict and maritime mixed migration.

The fourth chapter, **PIRACY AND ARMED ROBBERY**, provides an analysis of trends in kidnapping for ransom and armed robbery of vessels in the Bay of Bengal. While such incidents have declined from peaks in previous years, isolated pockets of activity remain. One is the prevalence of robbery and kidnapping for ransom near the Sundarbans mangrove delta; criminal gangs target fishermen, threatening the livelihood of fishing communities. Another is robbery at anchorage. Some of the region’s major ports are extremely congested, leading to long waiting times for vessels in anchorage; this allows criminals time to observe the patterns onboard, facilitating armed robbery.

The fifth chapter, **ILICIT TRADES**, examines the use of the maritime space for the transit of illicit goods. The Bay of Bengal is not a major destination for illicit maritime trades, but it is often used as a transit point. Drugs, primarily cannabis and a locally produced methamphetamine called yaba, present the biggest challenge to regional enforcement authorities. The common use of small fishing vessels for transportation of various illicit goods in the region exploits a recognized gap in maritime domain awareness (MDA), taking advantage of the difficulty of tracking small vessels.

The sixth chapter, **MARITIME MIXED MIGRATION**, looks at the complex factors that drive maritime migration in the Bay of Bengal and the various forms such activity takes. Poverty, conflict, and, increasingly, climate vulnerability all have the potential to drive future maritime migration. Irregular maritime migration in the region takes many forms, including irregular economic migration, conflict-induced migration, and forced labor of various types. It is important to note here that all migrants, even those who set out voluntarily, are extremely vulnerable once they enter migratory routes run by criminal networks. Regional strategies which provide alternative legal pathways for migrants and orient responses towards protection rather than deterrence could help mitigate the threats to migrants.
The seventh chapter, **FISHERIES**, explores the state of fisheries health and management in the region. Millions of people in communities across the Bay of Bengal littoral depend on sustainable fisheries in the bay for economic and food security. However, the health of fisheries is threatened by environmental degradation and illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing practices. The transboundary nature of the fisheries resource necessitates regional cooperation; however, no effective joint management plan has yet been formulated and implemented. To ensure the maximum sustainable utilization of resources in the Bay of Bengal, a holistic and comprehensive Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management (EAFM) needs to be put in place.

The eighth chapter, **MARITIME ENFORCEMENT**, discusses the capabilities of regional states to respond to illicit activity in the maritime space. The maritime enforcement capacities of the Bay of Bengal countries are undermined by domestic political tensions, procurement gaps, and limited funding. Despite these constraints, maritime enforcement agencies in the Bay of Bengal continue to share a common desire to tackle illicit activities by continuing to pursue long-term progress in building maritime domain awareness. To offset gaps in the maritime enforcement capabilities of weaker countries, a more cohesive and coordinated institutionalized mechanism should be adopted to achieve a regional operational approach to tackling maritime security threats.

The final chapter, **INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION**, explores the ways in which the individual states of the Bay of Bengal can find cooperative solutions in their shared maritime space. The prospects for multilateral action on regional maritime security appear strong as such efforts are increasingly aligned with the stated foreign and domestic policy goals of the individual states. However, regional organizations such as the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC) and the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA), which are of particular relevance to maritime cooperation in the Bay of Bengal, are still developing and require additional financial and human resources to drive the agenda and implement substantive initiatives. As the region’s predominant economic and security power, India could build upon its current efforts to push maritime cooperation in the region.

The report ends with a brief **CONCLUSION** that summarizes both the challenges and opportunities facing maritime security and governance in the Bay of Bengal and suggests several entry points at which incremental progress can lead to improvements across a variety of issue areas. While there are many paths forward, these entry points may serve as useful priorities to make the most of finite resources and catalyze a self-reinforcing cycle of progress.
BLUE ECONOMY
BLUE ECONOMY

The maritime space contributes to economic development through numerous “blue economy” sectors, which include fishing, offshore energy, shipping, coastal tourism, seabed mining, and many other marine industries. This chapter explores the efforts regional states are making in these areas, the challenges to sustainable development of the blue economy, and the immense economic potential the region holds. Recent attention to the potential of the Bay of Bengal’s blue economy has led to large investment plans, the creation of blue economy-related government bodies, and new regional initiatives.

This recent reorientation of the region’s economy towards the blue economy does not represent a major pivot towards ocean industries, which have long been central to regional economies. Rather, these developments recognize and invest in the vital role the blue economy has always played in the region. Healthy fisheries are critical to the wellbeing of communities across the bay. Shipping and port infrastructure facilitate the rapid growth of coastal cities while also enabling greater globalization and integration with foreign markets throughout the region. Emergent tourism and hydrocarbon industries, if managed appropriately, have the potential to be new catalysts for economic growth in the maritime space. The development of a sustainable blue economy in the Bay of Bengal region will be critical to continued macroeconomic growth and improvements in socioeconomic welfare.

Key Findings

- **STATES ACROSS THE BAY OF BENGAL ARE REFOCUSING POLICY ON BLUE ECONOMY DEVELOPMENT**, but the degree to which this catalyzes the growth of marine industries will depend on the financial commitments accompanying this focus.

- Blue economy development is capital-intensive. Projects often have extended timelines for return on investment. These factors have contributed to a significant gap in financing. **ENGAGING THE PRIVATE SECTOR THROUGH PUBLIC–PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS WILL BE IMPORTANT FOR ACCESSING THE CAPITAL NECESSARY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MARINE INFRASTRUCTURE AND INDUSTRIES.**

- Blue economy development represents a massive opportunity for the region, but if the benefits are to be sustained, **IMMEDIATE ATTENTION MUST BE PAID TO PRESSING MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL THREATS.** Failure to address environmental damage could undermine the economic potential of maritime industries like fisheries and coastal tourism.
Sri Lanka

As an island nation with an exclusive economic zone (EEZ) roughly eight times the size of its land area, Sri Lanka’s blue economy has incredible potential to drive the country’s economic development. Tourism, fishing, hydrocarbons, and particularly shipping all contribute significantly to this development.

Emerging Shipping Hub

Sri Lanka stands out as an emerging global hub and regional leader in shipping. No state in the central Indian Ocean is as geographically well placed to benefit from international shipping. Located in the center of the Indian Ocean, Sri Lanka is a growing hub for transshipment between the Middle East, East Africa, and Southeast Asia, as well as for imports and exports into and out of fast-growing South Asian economies. The point south of Sri Lanka is one of the busiest shipping lanes in the world.

The shipping industry is already well-established and expanding quickly. Colombo is the world’s 22nd largest port by throughput and was the world’s fastest-growing port in container traffic in the first half of 2018. What’s more, Sri Lanka stands out as a leader in port efficiency, meaning ships spend less time waiting to berth, unload, and continue. Between 2000 and 2010 Colombo cut average turnaround time in half, in large part due to private sector involvement. It is now among the most efficient ports in the region. Continued port development has the potential to elevate Sri Lanka from a regional to a global leader in the maritime shipping industry.
This continued port expansion taking place in Colombo recently attracted Japanese and Indian investment to expand and deepen a new terminal as well as other newly developed port facilities around the country. India has provided funding to develop Kankesanthurai to facilitate bilateral trade, and others are exploring turning Trincomalee, one of the world’s best natural harbors, into a major shipping hub. Given Sri Lanka’s geostrategic position, refueling (bunkering) services, transshipment capabilities, and other maritime logistic services could demand growth beyond mere capacity expansions.

However, port expansion is not a panacea for Sri Lanka. The development of port facilities at Hambantota highlights the risks associated with poor feasibility planning and potential corruption, as it saddled Sri Lanka with a massive debt burden which resulted in a controlling stake being handed to a Chinese state-owned enterprise in exchange for debt relief. Further port development will need to include stronger government oversight, increased transparency, and realistic feasibility studies to avoid overcapacity.

With accompanying investment in rule of law and maritime law enforcement capacity, Sri Lanka stands well-positioned to capitalize on its potential as a leader in maritime commerce and the blue economy more generally.

The Maritime Silk Road (MSR) is a large Chinese maritime transportation infrastructure investment initiative which is part of the larger Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). MSR, and BRI more broadly, have attracted widespread attention from analysts of China’s foreign, economic, and military strategies. The MSR represents a significant opportunity for investment in blue economy infrastructure in the Bay of Bengal, but this opportunity does not come without three possible drawbacks: the loss of local sovereignty through debt leverage, increased corruption, and the risk of long-term economic nonviability.

Chinese infrastructure investment has, in some cases, saddled recipient states with excessive debt burdens that expose them to asset seizures, raising concerning questions about the degree of Chinese political leverage. In addition, MSR investment has not always been transparent. In a region already struggling with corruption, this creates massive opportunities for graft in recipient states. Finally, while investment in infrastructure in the broader region is needed, many specific MSR projects are not viable. A recent study indicates that only 28 percent of Chinese infrastructure investment proves to be economically viable. Several MSR projects in the Bay of Bengal operate well under capacity years after completion, calling into question the economic need for further projects and the justification for the levels of debt assumed.
India

With the largest EEZ in the Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea region, a geostrategic location near one of the world’s busiest shipping routes, and vast coastlines and archipelagic territories that could host coastal tourism industries, India has an immense blue economy and potential for further growth. This potential is being realized through renewed policy focus on increasing investment in maritime industries, and strengthening regional trade ties could catalyze growth of the blue economy both nationally and across the region.

Renewed Policy Focus

For decades, India’s inward-looking and protectionist economic policies\(^\text{18}\) meant that the infrastructure to facilitate international maritime trade was not always a development priority. However, a more recent shift towards global trade has driven greater policy focus on the blue economy and maritime trade in particular. This shift has been accompanied by a variety of policy initiatives which seek to catalyze blue economy growth.

Perhaps the most significant of these policy initiatives is the Sagar Mala program. Established in 2015, Sagar Mala is a massive investment program aimed at enhancing maritime logistics, ports, and economic development in coastal communities. A target of $10 to $11 billion is to be spent on port infrastructure, including rail–port links, upgrades to existing port facilities, and greenfield port projects with a goal of adding 1,500 tonnes of capacity.\(^\text{19}\) India’s eastern seaboard along the Bay of Bengal is a particular focus of the project.\(^\text{20}\) This includes 62 projects at seven existing major ports along the Bay of Bengal coast which will add an additional 477 million tonnes of annual port capacity. In addition, six major greenfield port projects are planned; four are on the east coast and one, Enayam in Tamil Nadu, is specifically intended to help India capture a larger share of the region’s transshipment traffic.\(^\text{21}\) The investment should increase Indian port capacity, improve efficiency, and reduce overall logistics costs, which lag behind global benchmarks. This will help facilitate India’s growing international trade and reduce bottlenecks to growth.

In addition to physical infrastructure, India has also emphasized developing human capital, an overlooked but critical component of the blue economy. The Sagar Mala project provides training in areas such as shipbuilding, maritime
logistics, port management, mariculture, and marine renewable energies. The government also established programs and training centers on ocean ecology, sustainable marine resource development, coastal tourism, and oceanography to expand technical expertise.

As the region’s economic giant, India has the potential to shape the future development of a sustainable blue economy throughout the Bay of Bengal. Its renewed policy focus on both human and physical capital should help unlock this potential.

**THE CHALLENGE OF RIVERINE PORTS**

One of the somewhat unique challenges that faces blue economy development and maritime shipping in particular in the Bay of Bengal is the relative prevalence of riverine ports. Riverine ports are located inland from the coast on river channels. Kolkata, Payra, Chittagong, Mongla, and Yangon are some of the more prominent riverine ports in the region. Depending on the specific geography, riverine ports are presented with challenges including limited space for berthing, low drafts, the need for continued dredging, shifting sandbars, varying seasonal water levels, and the need for vessel pilotage over longer distances. All of this can cause congestion and longer turnaround times, and exclude service to larger vessels, limiting port competitiveness. In the short term, increasing the efficiency of loading and unloading operations at berth can increase overall efficiency. However, this does not address issues of berthing capacity and low drafts, which may necessitate investment in alternative greenfield deep-water ports in order to facilitate larger vessel traffic.

**Bangladesh**

Perhaps no nation in the Bay of Bengal has as high a stake in the development of a sustainable blue economy as Bangladesh. Bangladesh’s population density is the ninth-highest in the world, 2.8 times higher than the second-densest country in the region. Despite significant progress, much of this population (14.8 percent in 2016) lives on less than $1.90 a day. What’s more, it is estimated that 17 million people depend on fishing or other maritime resources for their livelihoods. Even for those whose income is not directly derived from the sea, the maritime space is of vital economic importance. Bangladesh’s economic growth is largely dependent on an export-led model, which necessitates efficient maritime shipping. All of these factors make Bangladesh’s future growth dependent on the potential of maritime resources and commerce.

**A “First Mover” on the Blue Economy**

This need to look to the maritime space for development makes Bangladesh a regional leader on the blue economy concept. Government ministers have acknowledged that the blue economy will need to contribute significantly to GDP if growth is to be sustained, and the government has accordingly prioritized the development of maritime industries and, in 2017, created a national coordinator for the blue economy.

Bangladesh also pushes its blue economy agenda in regional and international fora. It notably hosted an international workshop on the blue economy in Dhaka in September 2014 and has pushed for greater regional blue-economic cooperation through organizations such as the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC) and the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC). More recently Bangladesh has also helped drive the blue economy agenda in the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA) as well, hosting a high-level conference of IORA officials on the subject in September 2019.

Significant challenges face Bangladesh’s development of a sustainable blue economy. Marine pollution, a lack of domestic technical expertise, and a dearth of port infrastructure are not

*Aerial view of boats docking at the terminal port in Dhaka, Bangladesh. Photo: A.K. AAzad.*
unique in the region, but pose significant hurdles. Maritime industries like tourism, fisheries, and offshore hydrocarbons can help provide for Bangladesh’s economic needs if they are supported by appropriate financial, infrastructure, and human capital investments.

**Myanmar**

As Myanmar emerges from decades of diplomatic and economic isolation, its blue economy has the potential to grow to better sustain communities along the country’s extensive coastline. However, for maritime economic development to benefit the average citizen, current economic and political practices need to be reformed. Perhaps no other state in the region could advance its blue economy so effectively by improving local maritime governance.

**Building Governance Frameworks for the Blue Economy**

Fisheries are a major contributor to Myanmar’s GDP, yet many fish stocks are heavily depleted and fisheries exports have been hurt by import bans from several leading markets over safety and environmental concerns. Stronger fisheries management could enforce better production practices, thus reopening export markets. Instead, weak political will and low investment stymie the growth of Myanmar’s fisheries sector.

Myanmar also has significant offshore reserves of oil and natural gas, but these resources are underexploited and require further exploration. These reserves could meet the country’s growing energy demands, but poor infrastructure, a suboptimal investment environment, conflict, and signs that economic viability is potentially less than initially thought have recently deterred investors after initial enthusiasm.

Finally, Myanmar’s port and shipping industry, while lagging behind others in the region, is beginning to draw investment. The largest of these projects is a port, industrial, and energy infrastructure complex at Kyaukpyu. The port would dramatically increase Myanmar’s national port capacity but has also raised concerns over the debt burden likely to be incurred.

In these ways, the current model of blue economy development in Myanmar raises concerns over sustainability, corruption, and the benefits accrued to coastal populations. Corruption has facilitated overfishing by foreign vessels. There have been past instances of abuse of coastal populations in the development of offshore hydrocarbon sites and onshore infrastructure, including land seizures and forced labor. Myanmar also has underdeveloped capacity for projecting maritime security and governance at sea. These issues highlight the need for blue economy development in Myanmar to be accompanied by improvements in rule of law, coastal welfare, and maritime enforcement capacity.

**Thailand**

Thailand has well-developed maritime industries including fisheries, tourism, offshore hydrocarbons, and shipping, though the latter two industries occur primarily in the Gulf of Thailand rather than the Bay of Bengal. While overfishing and forced labor in the Thai fishing industry highlight the need for greater sustainability and stronger labor protections, Thailand’s development as a global tourism hotspot demonstrates the potential of the industry as an economic catalyst for potential replication in the wider region.

**Fisheries: The Challenges of Sustainability and Labor Protections**

Fisheries and the associated processing industries are a major contributor to Thailand’s economy. Thailand has consistently been one of the world’s largest exporters of seafood products. In 2018 Thailand exported nearly $2 billion in seafood products, though its export by value has dropped significantly from a peak in 2011. While the industry has certainly served as a valuable source of exports, it also highlights the dangers of environmental degradation and coastal welfare when not adequately governed.
Consistent overfishing over decades has left Thai fisheries highly depleted. Catch rates have fallen from 297.8 kg per hour in 1960 to just 17.8 kg per hour by 2011. What’s more, the Thai fishing industry has seen widespread human rights abuses including forced labor and physical violence. These problems are not unique to Thailand, but they highlight the need for improved regulation and governance of maritime industries to ensure blue economy development is pursued in a manner which protects the environment and human rights.

In January 2019 the EU removed Thailand from its illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing watchlist. The warning had been issued in 2015 but was lifted in response to a variety of reforms meant to address the sustainability and labor protection concerns detailed above. These included improved vessel monitoring systems and stricter labor regulations.

Tourism: Demonstrating the Bay of Bengal’s Potential

Tourism is a critical maritime industry for Thailand, accounting for roughly one-fifth of the country’s GDP. Thailand has the Bay of Bengal’s largest tourist industry by a significant margin. Its beaches and marine ecosystems are major draws. While tourism is far from a panacea for the Bay of Bengal’s blue economy development, Thailand does demonstrate its potential as a source of growth and coastal economic development. Many of the region’s countries have immense untapped tourism potential, but growth will be dependent upon continued improvements to coastal security, environmental protection, and the rule of law.

Towards Realizing Blue-Economic Potential

Several key challenges loom for the future of blue economy development in the Bay of Bengal. These include a lack of regional economic integration, low port capacity, the need for blue-economic financial investment, and already serious environmental damage.

Intraregional trade in the Bay of Bengal is nascent compared to other regions. Trade within BIMSTEC, a multilateral organization which includes all of the states included in this report (in addition to landlocked Nepal and Bhutan), sits at roughly 5 percent, as compared to 30 percent within the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Improved physical connectivity and expanded multilateral trade agreements will need to be put in place to capitalize on the opportunities provided by greater intraregional trade around the Bay of Bengal.

Relatedly, though much progress has been made, the region still suffers from relatively limited port infrastructure. Container traffic in South Asia has grown fourfold since 2000, though its share of global shipping increased only modestly from 2.1 percent to 2.9 percent between 2000 and 2013. While this means that shipping has grown faster than the global pace, it is coming from a relatively low baseline and there is still significant potential for growth. This lack of port capacity serves as an unnecessary barrier to expanded trade and further growth. Referring to global shipping trends, the World Bank finds that every 10 percent increase in port efficiency could reduce costs by 2.3 percent and increase exports by 1.8 percent.

Development of the blue economy is capital-intensive and current efforts face financing hurdles that necessitate greater private sector investment. To improve port capacity and stimulate blue-economic growth more broadly, the investment...
climate in the Bay of Bengal’s littoral states must improve. With the exception of Thailand, no Bay of Bengal country ranks in the top 40 percent of the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business rankings. Relieving investor concerns over corruption, inefficiency, and unnecessary bureaucracy would help attract the more diverse sources of financial capital needed to develop the necessary physical infrastructure and technical expertise.

One final challenge, which is perhaps the most difficult to address, is environmental damage. Unsustainable fishing and aquaculture practices and heavy polluting from coastal industries and the massive river systems that ring the bay have put the Bay of Bengal ecosystem in peril. Fish stocks are depleted, and a growing “dead zone,” which measures more than 60,000 square kilometers already, has emerged in the bay. This threatens the long-term economic potential of the maritime space. The significant recovery efforts required will necessitate greater maritime governance, maritime enforcement capacity, and regional cooperation.

Despite these challenges, the Bay of Bengal is well-placed to be a global center of blue economy development. Marine industries like fisheries, tourism, shipping, and offshore hydrocarbons all have room to grow and improve the welfare of coastal communities. Concomitant investments in improving the rule of law, maritime enforcement, and regional cooperation will all give regional states the political capacity necessary to make these blue economy opportunities a reality.

Marine industries like fisheries, tourism, shipping, and offshore hydrocarbons all have room to grow and improve the welfare of coastal communities.
COASTAL WELFARE

The welfare of coastal communities is critical to any comprehensive strategy to improve maritime security. Coastal communities that are safe from physical violence and economically vibrant mitigate the threat of their population participating in illicit maritime activities, deter destabilizing maritime migration, and provide the foundation for sustainable growth of the blue economy. The following chapter explores the state of economic and physical security in coastal communities in the Bay of Bengal and demonstrates how developments in these areas onshore have significant implications for maritime security.

Key Findings

- **Socioeconomic Development in the Bay of Bengal is Improving Rapidly.** Since 1990, the five countries of the Bay of Bengal have seen their collective Human Development Index (HDI) scores increase at more than twice the global rate, bringing impressive gains to the economic security of coastal communities throughout the region. Despite this progress, there remain significant intraregional and intrastate divides in economic security. Continued efforts are needed to ensure that growth is inclusive and sustainable for coastal communities.

- The Bay of Bengal is **Particularly Vulnerable to Climate Shocks** due to its geography, reliance on coastal industries, and, in some cases, weak state capacity. Increased climate adaptation and resilience efforts are resource-intensive but necessary to ensure the long-term welfare of coastal communities.

- Most coastal communities in the region are not impacted by ongoing conflict. The major exceptions are the political violence in Bangladesh and ongoing communal and intrastate violence in the Rakhine State of Myanmar. These conflicts have the potential to escalate rapidly, generating instability in these conflict zones and the wider region.

Economic Security

A lack of economic opportunity can drive members of coastal communities to turn to illicit maritime activities like piracy and armed robbery at sea, illicit maritime trade, illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing, and smuggling or trafficking of persons. Therefore, measures taken to improve maritime security in the Bay of Bengal must also address coastal economic development, which is so often at the root of maritime insecurity.

Economic security in the Bay of Bengal varies significantly from state to state, though most states rank in the middle of most socioeconomic indicators on a global scale. In the 2018 Human Development Index, a UN Development Programme composite measure of health, education, and standard of living, for example, no country in the region falls into either the index’s “Very High” or “Low” categories. Sri Lanka and Thailand are classified as having “High” human development, while India, Bangladesh, and Myanmar are placed in the “Medium” tier. Another important indicator of social welfare and public health is infant mortality rate (IMR). While IMR is inherently focused on a small subset of the population and is subject to variation across socioeconomic groups, it has also been shown to correlate strongly with a wide variety of health issues and can serve as a useful proxy for public health more broadly. The average IMR of Bay of Bengal states is 22.6 per thousand, below the global average of 29.4 but nearly double the 11.6 average of upper-middle-income economies. But here, too, we see a significant bifurcation within the region. IMRs in India, Bangladesh, and Myanmar are three to five times higher than those in Sri Lanka and Thailand. This highlights the distinctions between immediate socioeconomic needs across the region.

Looking more specifically to coastal communities in the Bay of Bengal, it is useful to evaluate how coastal economies fare in comparison to the broader country. In India, Bangladesh, and Myanmar, the HDI scores in first-level administrative divisions adjacent to the bay are higher than national averages, with India having the largest difference. For example,
in India, the small Bay of Bengal territories of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands and Puducherry have HDI scores in the “High” category, roughly equivalent to that of a country such as Jordan, and even a larger state like Tamil Nadu is just shy of this “High” category and has a score equivalent to that of South Africa. Some inland states have significantly lower HDI scores, including Bihar, which ranks just slightly below neighboring Nepal.\(^{64}\) However, in Thailand and Sri Lanka this does not appear to be the case. The Southern region of Thailand, which borders the Bay of Bengal, has an HDI score just slightly below the national average, while still ranking well above the inland North and Northeast regions. The clearest outlier from the trend is in Sri Lanka. Although subnational HDI data is unavailable in Sri Lanka, a comparison of province-level poverty rates shows that coastal provinces have levels of poverty significantly above the national average.\(^{65}\) Data from Sri Lanka’s Department of Census and Statistics shows that this relative coastal poverty is driven by higher poverty rates in coastal areas of the north and east. These are areas significantly impacted by the country’s decades-long civil war. Available subnational IMR data also reflect this trend in coastal vs. inland welfare. In most Bay of Bengal states, coastal areas have a lower IMR than inland areas,\(^{66, 67}\) with the outlier being Sri Lanka, whose coastal areas have an IMR nearly 40 percent higher than in inland areas.\(^{68}\) Again, this disparity is driven by comparatively high IMRs in northeastern coastal regions impacted by the country’s civil war. This further emphasizes the link between coastal conflict and socioeconomic welfare.

Socioeconomic development trends in the Bay of Bengal point in a strongly positive direction. Though they are still slightly below the global average, since 1990 the five countries of the bay have seen their collective...
HDI scores increase at more than twice the global rate. Over the same period, the region’s IMR has decreased roughly 10 percent faster than the global pace. Prospects for continued economic growth appear strong. According to World Bank forecasts, each country in the region is forecasted to see GDP growth above the global average from 2019 to 2021 and the average projected growth rate across the Bay of Bengal is more than double projected global growth during the same time period. While macroeconomic growth is no guarantee of socioeconomic development, it provides a strong foundation for improved welfare in coastal communities.

Climate Vulnerability, Resilience, and Coastal Welfare

Though economic growth projections are promising, the Bay of Bengal’s vulnerability to climate change could prevent this promise from being realized. Impacts on marine industries, extreme weather events, and sea level rise all threaten the economic and physical security of the region.

Countries in the Bay of Bengal are particularly vulnerable to climate shocks. In recent rankings of climate vulnerability by the Notre Dame Global Adaptation Initiative, the region’s average vulnerability was rated well above the global average. Thailand was considered the least vulnerable in the region (just above the global average) due to its relatively strong public health, water systems, and infrastructure, and Myanmar was considered the most vulnerable due to projected impacts on its food security and public health. Climate shocks impact coastal welfare in the region in a variety of ways:

- Coral bleaching threatens Thailand’s scuba and tourism industries.
- Extreme weather events such as Cyclone Nargis or the recent Cyclone Fani wreak colossal economic damage and are becoming increasingly frequent.
- Changing weather patterns can also lead to drought, threatening agriculture and the region’s booming cities, as in the recent water crisis in Chennai.
- Sea level rise and salinization threatens 40 percent of productive land in southern Bangladesh alone and endangers agriculture and access to drinking water across the region.
- Sea level rise, increased storm surges, and shifting river flows threaten coastal and low-lying megacities such as Kolkata, Dhaka, and Yangon, with an increased risk of massive economic damage and large-scale displacement.
- Climate shocks have the potential to exacerbate the underlying drivers of conflict in the area.

In a region with limited resources for climate adaptation and resilience efforts, the threat posed to coastal welfare by climate vulnerability is truly daunting. However, efforts are being made at both the national and regional level to address this vulnerability. Governments and civil society organizations are studying and implementing mitigation and adaptation efforts in coastal communities to reduce the impact of climate shocks on coastal welfare. These efforts include shifts in agricultural practices and the protection and regeneration of mangroves that serve as an important natural buffer to catastrophic storm surges and erosion. Regional capacity-building efforts by outside partners in areas such as engineering, energy and agricultural technologies, climatology, urban development, and a host of other areas could help strengthen these state-level adaptation and resiliency efforts.
The Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem (BOBLME) project, led by the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation, aims to address marine pollution, sustainable fisheries and coastal livelihoods in the Bay of Bengal. Bangladesh, India, Maldives, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Myanmar, Malaysia, and Indonesia have worked in concert during the project’s first phase, which focused on building cooperation and coordination among the eight countries. The second phase will implement measures to strengthen protected areas, develop sustainable fishing practices, and ensure local communities remain resilient to climate change.

Of central importance is the restoration and protection of mangrove trees; by acting as nurseries for marine life and reducing the impact of high waves, mangroves heavily affect regional stability. By integrating sustainable mangrove management into economic development projects, BOBLME will strive to protect the environment while improving long-term coastal welfare.

In addition to these local efforts, the transnational nature of climate issues necessitates regional cooperation. BIMSTEC has begun highlighting climate vulnerability as a priority on its agenda. The group has established a Centre for Weather and Climate, conducted disaster-management workshops, and initiated a ministerial meeting on climate change. However, the region’s ability to address climate vulnerability will depend on the issue moving from an agenda item to an area of substantive regional collaboration.

Funded by the Norwegian government and scientific institutions, NABIC was set up to provide a better understanding of how climate change impacts the Bay of Bengal. NABIC brings together regional and international instructors and graduate students from multiple disciplines to discuss the societal, ecological, and economic impacts of climate change in the Bay of Bengal. Many international capacity efforts focus on the provision of physical assets. However, efforts like NABIC help fill an important need for scientific and training exchanges which build upon the existing regional human capital to cope with climate vulnerability. Exchanges of this kind serve as models for building capacity in other areas of maritime governance such as blue economy development, fisheries management, maritime rule of law, and combating illicit trades in the maritime space.

Finally, similar to the challenge of developing the blue economy, regional climate resilience and adaptation programs require financial and technological investment. This can be challenging, as many such projects have dual financial and
social returns, potentially undermining their exclusively economic viability. However, this is where there is potential for more public–private partnerships, which may help overcome the initial barriers to private sector investment.

Coastal Conflict

Conflict in coastal areas impacts maritime security in many of the same ways it affects economic security. Conflict serves as a potential driver of illicit maritime activity and migration. In the context of weak state capacity to project security and governance into the maritime space, conflict may spur violent actors on shore to exploit the maritime space.

Many of the conflicts which impact Bay of Bengal states are not immediately adjacent to the bay. Conflicts in Kashmir and northern Myanmar are hundreds of kilometers from the Bay of Bengal. India’s Naxalite insurgency has impacted coastal regions but is primarily focused further inland, and Thailand’s southern insurgency, while coastal, is not centered on the Andaman coast. These conflicts may not be coastal, but they do affect the ability of states and their security and law enforcement entities to commit resources and policy focus to coastal and maritime security. For example, according to data from the International Institute for Strategic Studies, the share of military and paramilitary personnel dedicated to maritime enforcement in countries with significant inland security concerns, such as Myanmar (3.9 percent) and India (5.6 percent), are low in comparison to their neighbors such as Sri Lanka and Thailand, which are able to dedicate roughly 20 percent of security personnel to the maritime space. The comparative lack of resources for maritime enforcement has the potential to create the opportunity for criminal networks and armed groups to exploit the maritime space, undermining the physical security of coastal communities.

However, some coastal communities in the Bay of Bengal also experience direct repercussions from political violence. As illustrated below, one historical and two ongoing clusters of political violence have caused tremendous harm to coastal welfare and have the potential to drive maritime insecurity in the region.

The LTTE and the Sri Lankan Civil War

The Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) were adept at exploiting the maritime space to further their onshore political and military agenda. The LTTE’s naval wing, known as the Sea Tigers, provided logistical support and interdicted government naval forces along Sri Lanka’s northeastern coast. By both procuring vessels illicitly and building them indigenously, the Sea Tigers operated a formidable fleet including approximately 2,000 personnel and a variety of vessels ranging from heavily armed gunboats to semi-submersibles and fiberglass stealth craft. The LTTE’s maritime operations severely hampered Sri Lanka’s ability to implement counterinsurgency measures.

The LTTE used the maritime space in two distinct ways. The first was to engage in guerilla naval warfare. The Sea Tigers were able to exploit gaps in maritime domain awareness to launch raids on Sri Lankan forces,
often through the use of suicide boats.\textsuperscript{85} Equally as important, the LTTE was able to use the maritime space to provide for its logistical needs and financial survival. The Sea Tigers’ Exclusive Economic Zone Marine Logistics Support Team ran a sophisticated maritime resupply and trade system. This allowed the organization to overcome its relative geographic isolation to acquire arms and supplies, as well as operate illicit smuggling networks, the profits of which helped maintain their operations.\textsuperscript{86}

The success of the Sea Tigers underscores the vulnerability of the maritime space to exploitation by armed groups. Investing in the maritime domain provided the LTTE with critical support for its insurgency operations onshore, highlighting the need for robust maritime domain awareness and enforcement capabilities.

**Political Violence in Bangladesh**

Though not exclusively a coastal issue, one of the largest forms of conflict in the Bay of Bengal littoral is political violence in Bangladesh. According to data from the Armed Conflict Location and Event Data Project (ACLED), Bangladesh suffers from unusually high levels of conflict centered on political parties and their supporters.\textsuperscript{87} Conflict between and within political parties, their youth wings, and associated student organizations is commonplace and often violent.\textsuperscript{88} Elections serve as catalysts, and recent elections have been marred by severe violence.\textsuperscript{89} Organized violence surrounding the political system can undermine trust in government and the rule of law in coastal communities. This has real impacts on maritime security as corruption and weak rule of law are enabling factors for armed robbery of vessels off the southeast coast of Bangladesh.\textsuperscript{90} While election-related violence is not unique to Bangladesh, in the region, or outside it, the level of political violence highlights the link between onshore rule of law and its potential effects on maritime security.

**Rakhine Conflict in Myanmar**
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*Data: Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED)*
Rakhine state on the northwest coast of Myanmar has been the center of a complex overlapping ethnic and religious conflict which has intensified in recent years. While the situation is multifaceted, the conflict can largely be captured in two concurrent violent campaigns. The first, and better known, is focused on the Rohingya population. The Rohingya are a Muslim ethnic minority group concentrated in northern Rakhine state near the border with Bangladesh. They have been historically discriminated against and denied citizenship. Communal tensions in Rakhine state erupted in 2012 leading to widespread violence against Rohingya civilians. This campaign of ethnic violence led to what Mercy Corps has described as one of the world’s most severe refugee and humanitarian crises (The Rohingya refugee crisis is covered in greater detail in the Maritime Mixed Migration chapter of the report). The ethnic violence of 2012 also spurred the creation of a Rohingya ethnic armed group, the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA). The group began a low-level insurgency targeting police, border guard, and military outposts in 2016. According to data from the ACLED, ARSA activity appears to have declined from a peak (though still relatively low) in 2016–2017. Violence against the Rohingya continues, though at lower levels than during the 2012 crisis.

More recently, Rakhine has seen the development of a second conflict between government forces and the Arakan Army (AA). The AA, an ethnically Rakhine insurgent group, has been in existence for a decade but its operations until more recently had been centered in northern Myanmar, where it has received assistance from and fought alongside other armed ethnic organizations. In recent years, AA has begun operations in Rakhine state, with its activity increasing dramatically in December of 2018. This increase in AA activity has heightened conflict intensity in Rakhine state. According to ACLED data, the first few months of 2019 have seen more conflict events and is on pace for more fatalities in Rakhine than any year in the past decade. Civilians have been directly targeted and caught in the crossfire and there are reports of significant displacement resulting from the upsurge in fighting.

This current surge in conflict directly impacts safety and welfare and makes it more difficult to recover from previous waves of violence in Rakhine state. Consistent conflict in the region undermines the ability of coastal communities to

**ARAKAN ARMY ACTIVITY IN RAKHINE STATE**
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Coastal welfare in the Bay of Bengal has improved significantly over the last few decades. Standards of living have risen dramatically, with HDI scores improving at more than twice the global rate, and long-running conflicts which threatened the security of coastal communities have been resolved. But in order to build on these gains and reap the associated benefits for maritime security, more needs to be done. Closing the socioeconomic gaps between and within regional states, building climate resilience, and bringing an end to continued coastal political violence will help lay the foundation for a prosperous and secure Bay of Bengal littoral. For this to become a reality, the development of sustainable blue economy livelihoods, governance capacity, and regional rule of law both onshore and at sea will be vital.
RULE OF LAW

The rule of law is typically studied as an onshore issue, but its impacts on the maritime space are often overlooked. Challenges in the provision of services and effective regulatory frameworks across the Bay of Bengal littoral undermine efforts to improve maritime security through increased maritime enforcement, strengthened international cooperation, and blue-economic development. It is the foundation on which other, more targeted maritime policy initiatives can be built.

Rule of law is also a broad concept that could include a variety of issues. For the purposes of highlighting those aspects of rule of law with the greatest impact on maritime security, this chapter will focus on corruption, public service provision, and issues of economic and political exclusion.

Key Findings

- Corruption is a major challenge across much of the globe and it remains a problem in the Bay of Bengal. By degrading port efficiency and control, and allowing for the protection of maritime criminal networks, **PORT CORRUPTION UNDERMINES THE REGION’S BLUE-ECONOMIC POTENTIAL, MARITIME ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS, AND COASTAL WELFARE**. Port corruption and resulting inefficiencies also increase wait times in anchorage, which makes ports less competitive and increases opportunities for armed robbery of vessels, which is a significant problem in several ports around the region.

- **LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT SERVICE PROVISION ARE LOW**, and where this overlaps with political and economic exclusion it has the potential to undermine trust in government and drive communities towards illicit maritime activity for survival.

- **INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY-LEVEL STATELESSNESS IS A SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGE TO RULE OF LAW IN MYANMAR AND, TO A LESSER DEGREE, THAILAND**. This institutionalized form of political and social exclusion, if left unaddressed, has the potential to drive continued economic insecurity, conflict, and maritime mixed migration in the region.

Corruption

Corruption among officials impacts maritime security and governance in a variety of ways in the Bay of Bengal. Port corruption increases the cost of trade and may facilitate the funding of trafficking syndicates and armed groups. There are reports from local fishermen that pirate groups bribe law enforcement agents for protection. Human trafficking and smuggling networks that profit on the exploitation of the vulnerable generate substantial profit for the criminals and corrupt officials who protect them. Corruption can impede blue economy potential by driving up the cost of shipping and discouraging investment, significantly damaging the welfare of coastal communities through the diversion of funds meant for service provision, and providing the space for maritime criminal actors to operate with impunity.

Corruption at port is a significant problem. There are reports that bribery is commonplace at ports in Bangladesh and Myanmar for the processing and release of goods by customs officials. This has two primary negative impacts. First, in cases where imports and exports are reliant on one major port, port corruption may present artificial bottlenecks to trade by significantly inflating shipping costs. Second, port corruption could facilitate trade in illicit goods that could be used by criminal or armed groups. This may be a particular threat in Myanmar, where a plethora of armed groups and...
corrupt military officials have often exploited the country’s production of emeralds, rubies, drugs, and hardwoods for personal gain or the financing of armed campaigns.\(^{104}\)

Tackling port corruption is a difficult task as it demands a change in organizational culture and opens shipping firms to delays and financial losses if they refuse to pay facilitating bribes. A variety of factors can help address port corruption, including ensuring competitive wages for port officials, strong oversight and audit authority, increased private sector investment, and reduced discretionary authority held by port and customs inspectors along with increased transparency through the digitalization of port systems.\(^{105}\)

While port bribery is likely the most pervasive and best-studied issue, it is not the only means by which corruption impacts the maritime space. Corruption also provides protection for illicit actors engaged in a variety of maritime crimes including piracy and armed robbery, human trafficking and smuggling, and IUU fishing. There is evidence that groups conducting piracy, armed robbery, and kidnapping for ransom in Bangladeshi waters\(^{106}\) as well as human smuggling/trafficking operations throughout the region\(^{107}\) facilitate their operations by paying protection money to local officials and law enforcement entities.

PORT OF YANGON: A CASE STUDY IN PORT CORRUPTION

Corruption in the port of Yangon is well documented. Port officials regularly demand under-the-table payments for the processing of shipments. One of the facilitating factors in this form of corruption is the amount of discretion given to port officials in the valuation of cargoes and the taxation they are subject to. While official valuation guidelines exist, officials have the authority to override them, creating leverage over port users. If bribes demanded are paid, the official valuation is used. If a customer refuses, port agents increase their valuation of cargos and associated taxes and fees, increasing the pressure on customers to simply pay the bribe.\(^{108}\)

Reducing the discretionary authority of port and customs officials and increasing the transparency of the system can help reduce this form of port corruption by decreasing the leverage of officials. Increased digitization and automation of port systems helps mitigate these problems, but as the Yangon case demonstrates, it is far from a silver bullet. In 2016, Japan funded the introduction of the Myanmar Automated Cargo Clearance System. By eliminating the opportunities for negotiation of bribes between officials and shipping agents and moving from paper to digitized records, the system should significantly reduce corruption.\(^{109}\) However, many officials have resisted its implementation and sidestep the system when seeking payments from customers.\(^{110}\)
MARITIME ANTI-CORRUPTION NETWORK (MACN) INDIAN PORT INTEGRITY CAMPAIGN

MACN, a network of private shipping companies dedicated to tackling maritime corruption, is launching a port integrity campaign in India. Working alongside local industry stakeholders, international organizations, and the Indian government, the campaign will strive to improve integrity and efficiency in Indian ports. The pilot program is based in Mumbai and consists of training for port officials and the establishment of clear reporting processes. It was initiated in July 2019 and concluded in October before expanding to other ports along the Indian coastline. Training and reporting initiatives like this, taken in partnership between national governments, civil society, and international organizations, could serve as a model for addressing port corruption and inefficiency throughout the Bay of Bengal.

Services and Public Goods

Provision of public goods and services such as education, healthcare, and infrastructure is at the core of governance and is critical to ensuring that communities across the Bay of Bengal feel that their governments represent their interests, facilitating rule of law both on shore and in the maritime space. Government expenditures serve as a valuable proxy to measure the rate of government service provision. Overall, government service provision across the region has room for improvement.

![Education and Health Spending in Bay of Bengal](image)

In education, government expenditure as a percentage of GDP is low. The regional average for the Bay of Bengal of 2.9 percent falls below most global measures, including the averages for low-income (3.8 percent) and fragile and conflict-affected states (3.1 percent). In public health spending, as well, the Bay of Bengal lags in levels of service provision. Bay of Bengal states spend an average of 3.74 percent of GDP on public health, as compared to averages of 5.37 percent for low-income countries and 5.03 percent for fragile and conflict-affected states.

There may not be a direct relationship between coastal public goods provision and maritime security, yet these relatively low levels of government investment can certainly undermine maritime security. As was illustrated in the previous chapter on Coastal Welfare, physical and economic insecurity are primary drivers of illicit activity in coastal and offshore areas. To the extent that these government spending figures capture the resources that states are willing to invest in coastal economic welfare, they represent an
important underinvestment that could limit opportunities in the legal economy and instead push locals towards black markets and transnational criminal networks. This is especially likely where low levels of provision of public services are coupled with political and economic exclusion.

**Political and Economic Exclusion**

Exclusion of individuals and social groups can encourage coastal communities to participate in or collaborate with illicit maritime actors, undermining maritime security and governance. In the aggregate, coastal communities in the Bay of Bengal do not tend to suffer from economic exclusion. Coastal regions often have levels of socioeconomic development higher than national averages (see Coastal Welfare). However, this general trend can hide more concerning local trends in economic exclusion. If rural communities reliant on fishing do not see their livelihoods improving at the same rate as those of their urban coastal compatriots, for example, this can engender feelings that the economic system does not represent their interests. Government policies regulating industries such as fishing, which undermines the livelihoods of local communities without providing employment alternatives, have the potential to heighten this sense of economic exclusion.

In addition, states in the region have seen a rise in identity-based politics. Hindu nationalism in India and Sinhalese political domination in Sri Lanka are prominent examples of such identity-based political exclusion.

In India’s 2019 election, the ruling National Democratic Alliance won a large majority. However, it is notable from the adjacent election map that opposition to the governing coalition is concentrated in the country’s south and east, along the Bay of Bengal coast. Should identity-based politics in India become further entrenched and less inclusive of minority, ethnic, religious, and linguistic groups, many in these coastal Bay of Bengal communities may begin to feel that they not only lost at the polls, but that there is no space for them in Indian politics.

In Sri Lanka, similar dynamics are at play. According to Freedom House, the Sinhalese majority dominates the nation’s politics, and despite the end to the country’s civil war, coastal minority groups—such as Tamils and the island’s Muslim community, which are concentrated in the coastal north and east—often do not feel fully integrated back into the political life of the country. In 2017 a UN Special Rapporteur on minority issues described the situation as such: “As a consequence of the long conflict, there is a trust deficit vis-à-vis the state as well as between the communities in Sri Lanka. ... Sri Lankan identity and the notion of nationhood must be strengthened to foster a stronger sense of belongingness and togetherness of all Sri Lankans.”
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Identity-based political exclusion of this nature has the potential to negatively impact the economic and physical safety of coastal communities, driving a dangerous sense of exclusion from economic development and political representation.

Statelessness

One of the prominent characteristics of exclusion in the Bay of Bengal is that this exclusion often takes a more institutionalized form through official statelessness of individuals and specific communities. Statelessness is defined as an individual or group “who is not considered as a national by any State under the operation of its law.”

Official statelessness is particularly prominent in the Bay of Bengal and represents an extreme form of political and economic exclusion which denies access to government services for entire communities. Bangladesh, Myanmar, and Thailand are all ranked in the top five for stateless populations globally.

Stateless populations have no legal right to education, healthcare, social welfare or other government services. Some of the most prominent stateless populations in the Bay of Bengal include:

- **THE ROHINGYA.** In addition to being subject to violent persecution (see Coastal Welfare), the Rohingya are the world’s single largest stateless population. A 1982 citizenship law in Myanmar excluded the Rohingya from citizenship along ethnic lines. Even before the more recent waves of ethnic violence against the Rohingya, this stateless status denied them political representation and restricted economic opportunities, forcing many into the hands of the smuggling and trafficking networks which are a major challenge to regional maritime security.

- **THE MOKEN.** The Moken are a semi-nomadic ethnolinguistic group which inhabit the Mergui Archipelago and coasts along Myanmar and Thailand. The Moken traditionally migrate seasonally, and while they are not explicitly denied citizenship based on ethnicity, this semi-nomadic lifestyle means they often lack the birth certificates or identification documentation to qualify for citizenship in either state. This largely stateless status means the Moken often have difficulty accessing government services, in addition to having a lack of legal recourse in instances of violence and extortion from security forces or expropriation of traditional lands and resources for development and conservation projects.
More needs to be done to ensure that remaining stateless populations are incorporated into political and economic systems by officially recognizing their right to citizenship in order to mitigate the threat that their status could serve as a driver for maritime mixed migration, economic insecurity, and coastal conflict. In the case of the Moken, this will mean lowering the burden of proof required to obtain citizenship, as many lack the kind of documentation required. For the Rohingya, the situation is perhaps even more intractable. The government of Myanmar appears unwilling to ensure citizenship rights for Rohingya returning from Bangladesh, and in the Rohingya community has justified fears of violent repression should they return. In this instance, more welcoming policies for Rohingya refugees in states they wish to resettle in may be the only viable long-term solution. Without a long-term solution, Rohingya are likely to be driven to make the dangerous maritime journey to Southeast Asia and their lack of livelihood opportunities in displacement camps has the potential to drive their recruitment into armed groups.
Conclusion

Rule of law in the Bay of Bengal, both on land and at sea, is critical to maritime security and governance. States in the Bay of Bengal struggle, to varying degrees, with issues of corruption, limited public service provision, and political and economic exclusion. All of these issues, if left unaddressed, have the potential to negatively impact maritime security and governance. The following chapters will describe these mechanisms in greater detail, focusing especially on how rule-of-law issues like port management and the co-optation of state officials are related to problems like poor maritime law enforcement, slow development of the regional blue economy, pervasive illicit maritime economies, and even organized political violence in coastal areas.

Given these kinds of maritime security threats, it is imperative for the region to increase government transparency, achieve greater penetration of social services to vulnerable coastal communities, and offer rights of citizenship to stateless groups and individuals. Broad progress in these areas is a critical prerequisite for lasting solutions for the maritime security threats described in the chapters that follow.

It is imperative for the region to increase government transparency, achieve greater penetration of social services to vulnerable coastal communities, and offer rights of citizenship to stateless groups and individuals.
PIRACY & ARMED ROBBERY AT SEA
PIRACY AND ARMED ROBBERY AT SEA

Although reports of piracy and robbery of vessels in the Bay of Bengal have fallen significantly due to efforts by authorities, the region still struggles with this issue. Most incidents are recorded in Bangladesh at Chittagong anchorages and in the Sundarbans. Kidnapping incidents in the region remain alarmingly high over recent years, but receive little international attention as they pose no immediate threat to most commercial shipping in the area. The epicenter of the problem in the region is in the north of the bay, away from the major international shipping routes that cross the southern edge of the region. Poverty, population density, diminishing fish stocks, and deteriorating law enforcement are all problems impacting the issue.

Key Findings

- **PIRACY AND ARMED ROBBERY OF SHIPS WERE ON A DOWNWARD TREND BETWEEN 2014 AND 2017.** Incidents increased in 2018 mainly due to a high number of robberies at Chittagong anchorages. Three robberies in Myanmar and a slight uptick in incidents in India also contributed to the increase. Incidents went down drastically in the first half of 2019, with only one incident reported in Bangladesh and one in India.\(^\text{128}\)

- From a broader regional perspective, **ALMOST A THIRD OF ALL REPORTED INCIDENTS IN THE INDO-PACIFIC IN 2018 OCCURRED IN THE BAY OF BENGAL** (28 percent).

- **BANGLADESH, AND CHITTAGONG IN PARTICULAR, REMAIN THE FOCUS OF INCIDENTS IN THE BAY OF BENGAL.** Problems at these anchorages are mainly the result of port congestion at Chittagong, which forces vessels to anchor offshore for long periods. Commercial vessels share the waters with small boats and fishing boats, allowing the robbers to intermingle and get very familiar with the daily routine onboard the other vessels.

- The other **SIGNIFICANT SOURCE OF INCIDENTS IS KIDNAPPINGS IN THE SUNDARBANS.** Bangladesh’s government initiative to rehabilitate bahinis (gangs) had a positive impact on decreasing the number of incidents of kidnapping of fishermen in the Sundarbans; incidents have been on a downward trend since 2015. This may not be sustainable, however, if the kingpins behind these kidnappings are not removed and prosecuted. Both Bangladesh and India would benefit from better cooperation in fighting transnational crime in the Sundarbans as a small percentage of kidnappings of fishermen occurs across borders.

- **PIRACY AND ARMED ROBBERY OF VESSELS IS A VERY LIMITED PROBLEM THROUGHOUT THE REST OF THE REGION,** with very few or no incidents recorded in other Bay of Bengal states in recent years.

Robbery of Vessels at Ports and Anchorages in the Bay of Bengal

Safe and efficient operation of a port requires ships to wait for an available berth. Anchorages are located several kilometers offshore for vessels waiting to enter port at their allocated time. Where insufficient port facilities exist, ship-to-ship transfers of cargo will often also take place at anchorages.

In 2018 the majority of robberies of vessels at anchor in the Bay of Bengal were reported at Chittagong anchorages. Between January 2016 and December 2018, 64 percent of all robberies at anchorages in the Bay of Bengal were reported at this anchorage. Robberies at other anchorages were minimal. Three anchorages in India also reported robberies over this time period—Kolkata (5), Visakhapatnam (4), and Kakinada (3).
PIRACY IN THE BAY OF BENGAL, 2016-2019
Except for fishing vessels and tugboats towing barges, only two other vessels, a general cargo ship and a passenger boat, were robbed while underway in the same period. Both of these were on rivers in the internal waterways of Bangladesh. In the Bay of Bengal, vessels face their greatest risk in a few of the region's overcrowded—and therefore dangerous—anchorages.

Both Chittagong and Kolkata ports are located in densely populated areas where poverty is rampant. Both are located on rivers where fishermen in small boats can get access to berthed vessels through open waterways. Fishing vessels get familiar with the onboard routines of ships when ships lie at anchor offshore for long periods of time due to port congestion. Ships have smaller crews today, which places extra pressure on watch duties. When crew members are waiting for long periods of time at anchorages, their level of vigilance drops; robbers often board vessels and steal ship stores without even being detected.

**Piracy and Robbery of Vessels in the Bay of Bengal**

Only six incidents of piracy were reported in the Bay of Bengal between 2016 and mid-2019. Almost half of the incidents reported over the same time period in this area can be classified as robbery or attempted robbery at anchorages and a third as kidnapping of fishermen in the Sundarbans and the northern Bay of Bengal.
India

Kolkata, in West Bengal, is a riverine port on the Hooghly River, 145 kilometers from the sea. The combination of local poverty and port congestion generates the conditions for robbery of vessels. Port authorities have developed novel ways to alleviate congestion through making upgrades to the railway network, improving roads leading to the port, and increasing roll-on roll-off (ro-ro) projects. Ro-ro ships are designed to carry cargo such as cars, which are driven on and off the ship. The ro-ro projects, which are currently on a trial basis, make use of ro-ro vessels carrying 20–40 trucks between the Kolkata side and Sankrail, on the Howrah side, out of the city limits with less traffic congestion. Container and bulk traffic will also be moved from Sagar and Diamond Harbour to the Balagarh terminal. 129

Five incidents of robbery were reported at the Port of Kolkata between 2016 and the end of 2018; vessels were boarded by the anchor chain from small boats. At the Haldia Dock Complex, three robberies were reported while vessels were at berth over the same period. All the robbers boarded unnoticed and ships’ property, mooring ropes, and engine spares were stolen. Two robberies and two attempted robberies on tankers have been reported at the Kolkata anchorage since January 2016. The robbers were undetected in one incident. Between three and eleven robbers approached vessels with a small boat or fishing boat and boarded with a hook attached to a rope, and ship stores were stolen. 130

Three incidents against fishing vessels were reported in 2018. On 23 March 2018 four members of the Janab Mollah kidnapping gang were arrested by the special operations group of the Baruipur police as the gang waited to ambush fishermen at Pirkhali. Some members of the gang managed to escape. Seven guns and 15 rounds of ammunition were also confiscated. In April 2018 and September 2018, Indian fishermen were attacked, allegedly by Sri Lankan pirates, while they were fishing off Vedaranyam and Kodiyakarai.

Bangladesh

Incidents in Bangladesh had been on a downward trend since 2014, but once again increased in 2018. Anchorages off Chittagong are the main hotspot in the Bay of Bengal in terms of concentration of robbery incidents. Kidnappings of fishermen in the Sundarbans are also still prevalent, and hijackings were recorded in the past.

Chittagong

Chittagong is the second-largest city in Bangladesh and is its primary port. The Port of Chittagong is a natural port situated 15 kilometers from the sea on the Karnaphuli River. The port is the busiest in Bangladesh, handling 90 percent of the country’s seaborne trade in 2017. 131

Chittagong experiences severe port congestion between April and October annually. An estimated 5,000 container trucks enter the port on a daily basis. It was reported that the situation worsened again in 2018, with vessels waiting for more than a week at outer anchorages to enter port, which could be a factor contributing to the higher figures for robberies at anchorages in 2018. Chittagong port authorities are hopeful that several development initiatives, which include new construction of terminals and jetties, will lessen congestion once completed. 132 A new 190-meter-long container terminal is in planning stages and is expected to be completed by 2021.

Between 2016 and 2018, 22 robbery incidents on vessels were recorded at the Chittagong and Kutubia anchorages. More than half of these were recorded in 2018 alone. All of these incidents can be classified as petty theft; two-thirds of robberies were successful. Ships’ stores such as drums of paint and mooring ropes were stolen, mostly at night.

In Chittagong, two to ten robbers usually approach vessels in one or two small boats and board with a hook attached to a rope while the vessels are at anchor or busy with bunkering operations. Robbers are armed with knives, long knives, iron rods, and in some instances, guns. On some occasions, watchmen are threatened or taken hostage and tied up for the duration of the robbery. Watchmen have sustained minor injuries in some of these incidents. Container ships, cargo ships, tankers, and bulk carriers are targeted.
Mr. Masafumi Kuroki, Executive Director of the Regional Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy and Armed Robbery against ships in Asia’s (ReCAAP) Information Sharing Centre (ISC), led a delegation of maritime stakeholders on a visit to Bangladesh on 23 October 2018 to get a deeper understanding of challenges and to investigate measures to mitigate the increased robberies in the Chittagong anchorages.¹³⁹

**The Sundarbans**

The Sundarbans, one of the world’s largest mangrove forests, are located on the southwest coast of Bangladesh reaching over the border into India’s state of West Bengal. Fishermen, honey collectors, and wood collectors all live off the mangrove forest. Population growth is impacting the environment as people encroach on the forest, which in turn leads to loss of breeding grounds for fish and depletion of fish stocks due to overfishing and habitat loss.¹⁴⁰

Bahinis (gangs) kidnap fishermen in this area. Bahinis also operate across borders into India and vice versa. A hawala (or money transfer) system is used by kidnappers for transferring ransom money over borders.¹⁴¹

Fishermen fish in large groups to improve their safety, but the bahinis use similarly large groups to launch attacks. They operate from trawlers or speedboats while armed with firearms or knives and in groups of between seven and 40, often kidnapping large groups of fishermen at a time. Crews of commercial vessels are not targeted for kidnapping as this would increase the profile of kidnappings—and also the risk to the bahinis.

No official reports of attacks and kidnappings of fishermen in the Sundarbans exist. Press accounts can therefore seldom be confirmed. High numbers of fishermen are reportedly kidnapped during each incident (up to 100), though these numbers are difficult to verify. It is also likely that incidents of kidnapping will often not be reported in the press, leading to overall underreporting of the number of incidents. According to incidents collected from press reports, 1,299 fishermen were kidnapped.

---

¹³³ Local information sharing centers (ISCs) across affiliated countries form an ISC Focal Points Network for collecting and sharing maritime reports. The information is also shared among contracting parties and shipping companies through impromptu alerts and periodical reports.¹³⁴ The hijacking of oil tanker *Hai Soon 12* in May 2016 near Singapore highlighted ReCAAP’s effectiveness. After a report about the Kiribati-registered tanker reached the ReCAAP ISC, the organization alerted Focal Points to the hijacked tanker’s trajectory. Based on the shared information, the Indonesian Navy intercepted the *Hai Soon 12* the following day and arrested the pirates.¹³⁵

Similar to ReCAAP, the Gurugram-based IFC–IOR, launched in December 2018, aims to engage with partner nations, international agencies, and multinational constructs to develop comprehensive maritime domain awareness, coordinate incident response, and provide disaster relief.¹³⁶ In March 2019, for instance, information-sharing allowed the Indian Navy to act as a first responder by diverting four Indian Navy ships to Mozambique in the aftermath of Cyclone Idai, bringing epidemic-related medicines, clothes, and ready-to-eat meals.¹³⁷ While the IFC–IOR currently exchanges information electronically, the organization will eventually host Liaison Officers from partner countries and conduct exercises and training in maritime information collation and sharing.¹³⁸
during 63 incidents between January 2011 and the end of May 2019. A total of 30 fishermen were killed, 81 were injured, and 10 were reported missing and presumably dead.

Fishermen pay protection fees or tolls to the bahinis as a safeguard against kidnapping. They will then carry a token, such as a flag, indicating that they have paid the “toll.”

Enforcing tolls in Bangladesh is nothing new; tolls for inland fishing over flooded agricultural land at the Hail Haor wetlands north of Chittagong have been imposed on fishermen for decades. These tolls are often enforced with physical violence.

REPORTED INCIDENTS OF KIDNAPPING IN THE SUNDARBANS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Kidnapped</th>
<th>Killed</th>
<th>Injured</th>
<th>Missing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1,299 TOTAL FISHERS kidnapped from 2011-2019**
If the protection money is not paid, fishermen face the risk of kidnapping. Boats, fish, nets, fuel, money, and cell phones are stolen as well. Boats and nets will be sold back to the fishermen through middlemen. Kidnappings are frequently violent and fishermen are often killed during the kidnapping or when their families fail to pay the ransom. Families are contacted by cell phone to negotiate ransom. Ransom negotiations will start at around TK100,000, but will usually be settled at about TK50,000 ($640). The fishermen are normally held for around a week. The level of violence is frequently high during a kidnapping; in some cases, victims are tortured to keep pressure on their families during ransom negotiations.

Some fishermen will collaborate with the bahinis—and so will some officials. In one such case, on 3 March 2019, a forest official kidnapped four fishermen fishing at Pushpokathi Forest Outpost, Satkhira, and demanded a ransom for the fishermen and their nets. One of the victims filed a written complaint on 9 March 2019, and after an investigation, the officer had to pay the ransom money back. Corruption and police complicity in kidnappings undermine the amnesty initiatives of the government and also erode trust in the police and lead to underreporting of incidents.

Sometimes fishermen take matters into their own hands. On 21 August 2014 a group of fishermen beat up 13 suspected robbers when they were attacked in the Bay of Bengal and scratched out the eyes of five of the suspects before handing them over to the police.

Bangladeshi law enforcement agencies have been increasing pressure on kidnapping organizations in recent years. At least 35 members of these bahinis were arrested in 2018 by the Rapid Action Battalion and local police. During arrest attempts, firefights often break out between law enforcement and kidnappers.

In addition to increased enforcement actions, the government has also attempted to address the issue by offering amnesty to the bahinis, notably in 2014–2015. They offered to rehabilitate members of bahinis and give them financial assistance to create a sustainable income if they surrendered. On 31 May 2016 Master Bahini was the first gang to make use of the initiative when chief Mostafa Sheikh, alias Kader Master, and nine gang members surrendered to authorities. They were part of a bahini with 45 members. They also handed over 50 firearms and 5,000 rounds of ammunition. Several incidents could be linked to this group, such as the kidnapping of 50 fishermen from the seven trawlers Riaz Uddin, Rina, Maa Babar Dowa, Sirajul Hoque, Bashir, Akter, and Maa on 26 October 2015 at Fairway Point, 45 nm off Patharghata.

In May 2018, 54 members surrendered to Minister Asaduzzaman Khan Kamal. They also surrendered their weapons and ammunition. During the last two years, 274 gang members representing 26 bahinis have surrendered and handed in their arms. At this time the initiative seems to be successful as kidnappings have been in steep decline since 2015. To maintain the positive results in the long run, authorities need to prosecute the kingpins in the kidnapping networks.
Robberies Against Barges Under Tow by Tugboats

In addition to Sundarbans-based kidnapping, from time to time robberies on barges or other vessels being towed by tugboats are reported in Bangladesh’s territorial waters. The barges are usually unmanned. In 2017 four barges and one ship under tow were boarded by several robbers armed with knives from several small boats or fishing boats. Any loose items on the barges are usually stolen, including chafing chains, ropes, navigation lights, life buoys, or scrap metal.

EXERCISE SAMPRITI

March 2019 marked the eighth Sampriti joint military exercise between India and Bangladesh undertaken as part of their ongoing defense cooperation. The 4,000 kilometers of porous borders between the two countries makes contending with cross-border networks of radicalized groups difficult without cooperative agreements. Similarly, protecting valuable trading routes through the Bay of Bengal remains a priority for both countries. The overlapping security concerns motivated India and Bangladesh to pursue defense cooperation, which includes an annual joint military exercise. Held in Tangail, Bangladesh, the 2019 Sampriti exercises focused on counter-terrorism, counter-insurgency, and disaster relief operations in a United Nations peacekeeping scenario. Although initially held at the platoon level in 2009, the exercises have since expanded, with 2019 seeing the 36 East Bengal Battalion representing Bangladesh and the 9th Battalion of the Rajputana Rifles representing India. The two-week exercises increased cooperation and interoperability between Indian and Bangladeshi armed forces while honing tactical and technical skillsets. The exercises also encouraged discussion and cultural exchanges to build mutual trust and camaraderie between the nations.

Sri Lanka, Myanmar, and Thailand

Piracy and robbery of vessels has been a minor problem in Sri Lanka, Myanmar, and Thailand in recent years, with only five total incidents reported since 2016. Two incidents of piracy and robbery of vessels were reported in Sri Lanka in the last ten years, both against fishing vessels.

Over the last ten years just a few singular incidents of robbery were detected in Myanmar’s waters. In August and September 2018 three incidents of robbery were reported in the internal waters of Myanmar on the Twante Canal at Seikkyi Kanaung Township, all perpetrated by the same gang. This spree came to an end on the night of 3 September 2018 when police shot two robbers during a stakeout and a third escaped.

A robbery of a yacht in a river not far from Koh Panyee, Thailand, in December 2018 was the only incident reported on the west coast of Thailand in the last three years. The owner was not on the yacht at the time. Police response to the incident was very effective. Four officers were assigned to go through CCTV footage of the robbery and made enquiries about a suspicious-acting boat in the area. Efforts were made to locate the owner’s stolen cellphone through the local service provider and two forensic officers came to the boat to take fingerprints. This type of incident is uncommon for the area. Tourism is a major contributor to Thailand’s blue economy and law enforcement efforts have brought yacht robberies under control in recent years.

Two cases of hijacking for fuel cargo off Thailand have been reported previously. The product tanker Thanadol 4 was hijacked on 22 May 2007 in the Gulf of Siam and a Malaysian-flagged product tanker, Pentrader, was hijacked on 22 September 2014 approximately 38 nm southwest of Phuket, Thailand.

Conclusion

The majority of incidents of robbery of vessels in the Bay of Bengal are located in territorial waters of countries and would therefore need to be addressed by individual countries, although they can benefit from advice from regional institutions such as ReCAAP.
To end robberies at Chittagong anchorages, both the crews of ships and Bangladeshi law enforcement agencies will need to improve security measures. Poverty and port congestion are at the root of the problem and will need to be addressed to solve the problem in the long term.

ReCAAP advised the Bangladeshi law enforcement agencies and port authorities to increase patrols around the Chittagong anchorages in order to arrest perpetrators and assist ships targeted by robbers. Ship crew members have been encouraged to report all incidents to port authorities, secure ship property on deck, and increase guards during the night.\textsuperscript{157} As almost all robberies occur after dark and peak between 03:00 and 04:00,\textsuperscript{158} it is advisable to change guards well in advance so they will be well-rested and alert; ships are instructed to avoid routines in guard-duty transitions that can be detected by outsiders over time.

Statistically, the impact of Bangladesh’s government initiative to rehabilitate bahinis can be seen in the drop in the number of kidnapping incidents in recent years. It is, however, imperative that authorities target the kingpins or godfathers behind the bahini networks. With large financial incentives for kidnapping, it will only be a matter of time before the positions are filled with a new generation of bahinis or the old ones return to their hunting grounds.\textsuperscript{159}

As the Sundarbans extend into India and a small percentage of the kidnappings in the Sundarbans are transnational in nature, both India and Bangladesh could benefit from closer collaboration on the issue. A Memorandum of Understanding between the coast guards of the two countries is already in place,\textsuperscript{160} and the two countries take part in annual joint military exercises such as Exercise Sampriti, which aims to strengthen their combined operations and bilateral cooperation.\textsuperscript{161} The exercise includes tactical-level operations in counter-insurgency, counter-terrorism, and disaster management under a United Nations mandate, and it would not be a stretch to extend cooperation to transnational crime such as kidnappings or also include human trafficking and narcotics smuggling.

The majority of incidents of robbery of vessels in the Bay of Bengal are located in territorial waters of countries and would therefore need to be addressed by individual countries.

The root cause of piracy and armed robbery in the Bay of Bengal is poverty, although economic development has improved in recent years. Robberies at anchorages are prevalent due to the high number of people living in poverty in slums nearby. Declining fishing stocks place pressure on the fishing community and the environment. Developing the coastal communities would only be sustainable in areas such as the Sundarbans if maritime enforcement and the rule of law could be improved. If not, fishermen will still suffer at the hands of the bahinis and ransom demands are likely to increase as the community’s standard of living increases.
ILLICIT TRADES
ILlicit Trades

Illicit trade can be defined as the purchase, transportation, and/or sale of goods, both legal and illegal, outside the confines of the formal global economy. In the Bay of Bengal, illicitly traded items range from counterfeit goods, such as agricultural products marketed to resemble recognizable brands, to gold, which is traded illegally so as to avoid heavy import taxes in key markets, to an array of illegal narcotic substances and wildlife products.

Traffickers operating in the Bay of Bengal readily employ the maritime space to transport their wares. The reasons for this are manifold. First, there is an abundance of vessels, both foreign and local, and large and small, to be found in the Bay of Bengal. The sheer volume of maritime traffic makes detection of shipments of illicit items more difficult for enforcement authorities. Second, the use of vessels (particularly small, local craft) allows trafficking networks to evade official customs checks by landing boats anywhere along the coast rather than calling at official ports. Third, with so many fishermen in the region, some are easily enticed by big paydays to move product between countries without much notice from authorities.

As with many other kinds of maritime crime, the Bay of Bengal’s geographic location makes it irresistible to traffickers of several kinds of illegally traded items. Because of its position between Africa, Europe, Southeast Asia, and the drug-producing regions known as the Golden Triangle and the Golden Crescent, a variety of products are trafficked through the Bay of Bengal, though most are not destined for any country in the region. Several countries are favorite transit points for traffickers of various illegally traded products because of some combination of convenient geography and relaxed customs law. Traffickers prefer their products to travel circuitous routes before reaching destination markets, as this makes interception by enforcement authorities more complicated and difficult.

Bay of Bengal countries are the origin of several items which are traded illegally on the global market, including numerous kinds of wildlife products like leopard and tiger parts and live tortoises to be sold as pets. States in the region much less often represent destination markets for internationally traded items, with the exception of a few narcotic substances that are both produced and traded within the Bay of Bengal.

Key Findings

• While they less often represent final destinations, Bay of Bengal countries are frequently employed as **transit points for illicitly traded products originating in Africa or the Middle East** and moving on to Europe, Oceania, or elsewhere in Asia.

• Different types of illicit trades **use the same routes and the same vessels to reach destination markets**; different kinds of narcotics and contraband are known to travel on the same vessels in opposite directions.

• **Drugs, primarily cannabis and a locally produced methamphetamine called Yaba, present the biggest challenge** to regional enforcement authorities. Precious metals and counterfeit agricultural products are also known to be regularly trafficked and traded between regional entities.

• The common **use of small fishing vessels for transportation of various illicit goods in the region exploits a recognized gap in maritime domain awareness (MDA)** specific to the difficulty of tracking small vessels and the resulting challenge of identifying potential illicit activity.

• In addition to increased MDA, counter-trafficking efforts in the region could benefit from the **expansion and formalization of the existing information-sharing** taking place between regional maritime law enforcement entities.
Contraband

Illicit trade in various kinds of contraband is commonplace in the Bay of Bengal. This category includes items traded outside conventional markets, such as pesticides and cigarettes. The major illegally traded products are gold and several types of agricultural products.

Agricultural Products

An interesting development in the region’s illicit trade is the sale of fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides between India and Sri Lanka. Agriculture, including production of rice, sugarcane, grains, spices, vegetables, fruits, and tea, is an essential component of the Sri Lankan economy. Sri Lankans’ dependence on agriculture helps explain the growth of sales of illicit agricultural products, particularly in the wake of a Sri Lankan ban on such substances in recent years. According to interviews with experts, maritime transit between India and Sri Lanka is facilitated by loose maritime borders and the volume of local fishing vessels present in the region.

Produced in India and exported to Sri Lanka, the trade in these materials has been costly for both countries: in the origin country, producers of counterfeit substances circumvent import and export regulations, evading taxation and underselling legitimate buyers and sellers on the international market. Meanwhile, the environmental impact of these substances is of great concern in destination markets. The quality of products sold on the black market cannot be verified and the chemicals used to produce the counterfeits could damage local marine and terrestrial ecosystems, destroy soil and water quality, and poison insect species that actually benefit the agriculture industry.

While India is one of the largest producers and exporters of licit pesticides in the world, sale of counterfeit materials is growing faster than the sale of licit products. The off-brand pesticide industry in India is growing at a rate of 20 percent annually, while overall growth for the legitimate industry hovers around 12 percent. Counterfeits are developed and marketed with the goal of mimicking legitimate brands on the market. The counterfeit products are estimated to account for roughly 25–30 percent of the total Indian pesticide market.

The potential environmental impacts of these pesticides and fertilizers and their consequences on human populations have elicited bans of such materials in destination markets like Sri Lanka. These were specifically outlawed because of the chemicals used to develop the counterfeit varietals, which leach into drinking water supplies causing several chronic conditions in humans: a 2015 study found that agrochemicals found in water supplies were responsible for an array of chronic diseases and premature deaths in Sri Lanka. Several documented cases of kidney disease in rural areas have been traced to contaminated drinking water, for instance.
Vocal opposition to various fertilizer and pesticide bans blamed the policies for high-profile resignations inside the agricultural industry, crop destruction, and revenue loss, which was estimated at between 15 and 20 billion rupees (about $215 to $290 million). The Sri Lankan government has lifted bans on several of the previously outlawed agricultural products, in part in response to public resistance.

**Gold**

Another material that is frequently trafficked illegally in the Bay of Bengal is gold. Due to the traditional cultural importance of gold in India and its significance as a status symbol, India represents one of the largest global markets for gold. Demand for gold in India has been compounded by the booming Indian urban economy, though rural populations consider the substance to be a sound investment as well. Illicit gold evades the import duties levied on legal gold supplies and the savings from gold sold on the “grey market” are passed on to the consumer, who receives illicit gold at a discount.

Because of its low import tax relative to the region, Sri Lanka has developed as a transit point for the metal before it travels on to India. The majority of gold smuggling takes place by sea, and as such, this behavior has links to both the illicit trade in narcotics and illegal fishing. The links to narcotics and fishing are primarily based on the routes taken by fishing vessels that travel regularly between India and Sri Lanka. Anecdotally, Kerala Ganja, or KG, a favorite cannabis strain in Sri Lanka, is imported into Sri Lanka from the Kerala state of India; gold is onboard vessels when they return to India.

**Drugs**

Because of the Bay of Bengal’s close proximity to the opium-producing regions of the Golden Triangle and the Golden Crescent, narcotics trafficking is one of the most pressing challenges facing the area. With the notable exception of Myanmar, which is a leading producer of opium as well as cheap synthetic drugs, the majority of Bay of Bengal countries do not produce narcotics, but each of the five countries serve as transit points for product moving through South Asia and on to markets in Europe and elsewhere in the Asia-Pacific region.

**TRAFFICKING ROUTES: BETWEEN THE GOLDEN CRESCENT AND THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE**
Drug use varies considerably. Broadly speaking, most countries in the Bay of Bengal are not destination markets for most kinds of drugs trafficked through the region. The exceptions are cannabis, which has a stable market in every country in the Bay of Bengal, and yaba, a methamphetamine produced and distributed locally.

Consistent with narcotics trafficked into other island nations, Sri Lankan police estimate that 95 percent of the narcotics entering the Sri Lankan market are transported into the country by sea. The precise extent to which narcotics enter other Bay of Bengal countries by sea is not known, but anecdotal evidence suggests that it is a preferred method of transport: the majority of yaba seizures in Bangladesh took place in Chittagong, one of the busiest seaports in the entire Bay of Bengal, and Bangladeshi authorities have intercepted huge amounts of cocaine smuggled into Chittagong, as well.

Fishing vessels are a favored mode of transportation for drug traffickers moving product either through or to the region for several reasons. First, it is not difficult for traffickers to entice impoverished local fishermen to serve as transporters for their product as they can pay them substantially more than the fishermen could hope to receive from even a particularly bountiful catch. Second, the pervasiveness of fishing in the Bay of Bengal provides a convenient cover, helping traffickers to evade detection by the various task forces deployed to the bay. Finally, the use of fishing boats allows for flexibility: while shipments enter international waters on deep-sea fishing vessels after offloading from foreign vessels, upon reaching territorial waters, crews transfer narcotics loads to small motor dinghies, who can offload shipments at any point along coasts and avoid inspection at formal ports.

Drug enforcement officials have encountered narcotics shipments fixed with GPS trackers seemingly in order to facilitate indiscriminate “drops” at various locations along a maritime trafficking route, indicating a high degree of organization employed by cartels operating in the region.

Cannabis

Cannabis consumption in South Asia represents 2.5 percent of global usage. While this pales in comparison to the consumption rates in North America or sub-Saharan Africa, demand for cannabis within the Bay of Bengal has remained consistent. Sri Lankan authorities interviewed in August 2018 noted an increase in cannabis consumption, which they attribute to an uptick in usage by both tourists and Sri Lankan nationals, while two major Indian cities rank among the world’s top 10 with the highest rates of annual consumption.

The cannabis trade in the Bay of Bengal focuses on Kerala Ganja, a strain of cannabis originating in the Kerala state of India. Sri Lankan cannabis consumers have a penchant for the strain, also known as KG. A joint operation between the Sri Lankan navy and Sri Lankan police has resulted in several seizures of cannabis across the island in recent years, but cannabis restrictions are difficult to enforce because the Kerala Ganja strain is most often transported using local fishing dhows. Indian fishing dhows are common in Sri Lankan waters and thus do not raise eyebrows among authorities. Because of their ability to land on virtually any beach, the use of smaller craft like dhows and small motorboats allows traffickers to evade inspection by port authorities.
Elsewhere in the Bay of Bengal, a substance called yaba is the drug of choice. Yaba, a highly addictive concoction of caffeine and methamphetamine, is produced in Myanmar and exported to several countries in the Bay of Bengal, namely Bangladesh and Thailand.\textsuperscript{181} Although opioid production is impacted by several external factors, including international drug policies and the global price of opium, yaba production is more stable and predictable, which has facilitated the increase in both production and distribution in the region. Typically, yaba comes in tablet form, and is either swallowed, smoked, or crushed and snorted.\textsuperscript{182}

Yaba addiction rates have increased as exports have become more frequent, particularly in Bangladesh.\textsuperscript{183} Whereas previously heroin was the primary narcotic being transported from Myanmar to Bangladesh, methamphetamines began to take the place of heroin beginning in the early 1990s.\textsuperscript{184} Yaba is also the drug of choice in Thailand, where it has gained popularity as a “party drug” for college and secondary school students.\textsuperscript{185} Yaba enters Thailand from Myanmar with other kinds of narcotics: experts estimate that as much as 80 percent of Burmese yaba and heroin enters Thailand from the Thailand-Myanmar border in northern Thailand.\textsuperscript{186}

\textit{Cocaine, Heroin, and Other Substances}

Other illicitly traded substances like cocaine and heroin do not find the same enthusiastic markets in the Bay of Bengal as yaba or cannabis. That said, it is well understood that several countries, particularly Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and Thailand, are known transit points as product travels from origin countries like Brazil and Afghanistan on to destination markets.
In March of this year, Sri Lankan authorities arrested nine Iranian nationals caught with over 100 kg of heroin on their fishing vessel. The suspects, posing as fishermen, hid the heroin inside fertilizer bags onboard. The Lankan officials said that the crew dumped roughly 500 kg of heroin into the ocean before the interception took place.\textsuperscript{187}

Bangladeshi authorities believe that Bangladesh is used as a transit point by international cartels because of the country’s outdated detection technology, which is ineffective at recognizing cocaine in particular.\textsuperscript{188} Heroin entering the Bay of Bengal is typically grown in Afghanistan and then travels on dhows along the Makran coast before being transported through transit countries like Sri Lanka, the Maldives, Kenya, and Tanzania,\textsuperscript{189} also known as the “Southern Route.”

\textit{Narcotics Production and Distribution}

Both Myanmar and Thailand are part of the Golden Triangle, which is infamous for narcotics production, and particularly the production of opium. Myanmar, in particular, is responsible for as much as 25 percent of the global opium supply and is the second-largest producer of opium in the world.\textsuperscript{190} Burmese authorities have battled against drug production and escalating drug usage rates: in 2017, they destroyed $385 million worth of drugs seized between late 2016 and early 2017 in Yangon, Myanmar.\textsuperscript{191} Overall, efforts to counter production completely have seen limited success.\textsuperscript{192} According to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, the Burmese regions of Kachin, North Shan, South Shan, and East Shan are the primary areas of opium cultivation.\textsuperscript{193} Meanwhile, the Thai government discouraged opium production through a policy of alternative development aimed at Thai farmers\textsuperscript{194} and as a result, Thailand is no longer the major source-country of illicit opium it had been in the early 2000s and before.\textsuperscript{195}

Bay of Bengal countries do not represent buyers’ markets for most narcotics, but several countries are frequently used as transit or stopover points on the way to final destinations in markets in Europe, North America, and Oceania. Narcotics flow into the Bay of Bengal from the Golden Crescent, the Golden Triangle, and Africa, and even from as far away as South America.

\textit{Small Arms and Light Weapons}

While there is little evidence to suggest that such activities continue today, the Bay of Bengal, and Sri Lanka in particular, have a history of weapons smuggling at sea. The reach of one of the deadliest and most notorious terrorist groups of the modern era, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (also known as the Tamil Tigers or LTTE), transcended national borders. As the group grew, it developed a political and a military wing to carry out its objectives.

The Tamil Tigers established a naval unit and an arms-procurement unit in addition to several others as part of their organizational structure.\textsuperscript{196} The deadly naval unit, referred to as the Sea Tigers, used the maritime space to devastating effect, using submarines, gunboats, troop carriers, and oceangoing supply vessels\textsuperscript{197} to target vessels ranging from yachts and commercial tankers to Sri Lankan navy craft. The arms-procurement department, which was responsible for sourcing cutting-edge military technology, is the LTTE’s oldest international wing. Its members did not have military training, but they received intensive instruction in a number of other areas including document forgery, gunrunning, communication technology, international freight shipping, and investing.\textsuperscript{198} While the LTTE was effectively dismantled in 2009, its legacy of seaborne smuggling of various materials remains.

\textit{Wildlife}

Estimates indicate that the majority of illegally trafficked wildlife products are shipped using the maritime space. Container shipping provides a cost-effective option for moving heavy wildlife products like rhino horn and ivory. Equally attractive to traffickers is that typically less than 5 percent of containers are subjected to inspections at port.\textsuperscript{199}
Due in part to its rich biodiversity, both on land and at sea, the region serves as the origin for several illegally traded wildlife products on international markets, including sea cucumbers and seahorses, which are considered delicacies in China, as well as tigers from India, the body parts of which are used in traditional Chinese medicine throughout Asia. A handful of countries also supply various tortoise species to the international market to be sold as pets, though these are rarely transported by sea. Maritime routes are more frequently employed for products already harvested; live animals are more likely to die in transit on maritime routes than by air or land routes, and for species sold as pets, the health of the animal is of obvious concern to the trader.

It is worth noting that the vast majority of poachers in the Bay of Bengal, as with most environments in the world, are desperately poor and operate independently, selling hunted wares to mid-level traders or directly to consumers in their communities.

Transit Points

Because of its geographic location between countries of origin in Africa and destination markets in Southeast Asia, the Bay of Bengal is an attractive transit point for shipments of wildlife products. The majority of wildlife products pass through the region in this way. As with other kinds of transport hubs, traffickers prioritize maritime ports with known and reliably corrupt officials or inadequate port and customs capacity.

A Thai non-governmental organization focused on wildlife trafficking found that ivory and other valuable animal parts were transported, mostly from Mombasa, “onto invisible conveyor belts” to Southeast Asia and China via Thailand. Thai customs-law enforcement is limited, and while customs legislation is comprehensive with regard to native species, it is more lenient regarding species non-native to Thailand, providing an excellent stopping point for shipments coming from Africa.
There are several documented cases of traffickers changing preferences to accommodate changing enforcement capacities. For example, “in India, Kolkata became a preferred port over Chennai and some networks even moved their operations from India to Bangladesh following increased law enforcement activity.” Similarly, a 2014 TRAFFIC report on the illegal ivory and rhino-horn trade reports that while Malaysia remains the favorite Asian transit point for wildlife traffickers, Sri Lanka emerged as a new preferred transit point in the trade between 2009 and 2011.

**Destination Markets**

The major destination market for wildlife products in the region is Thailand, which represents a major market for ivory, rhino horn, and pangolin from Africa, in particular. A USAID study found that roughly 2 percent of the Thai population owns or uses ivory products, and 1 percent owns or uses tiger products, both of which represent important elements of Thai cultural heritage. The same study found that the demand for wildlife products inside Thailand is largely driven by “affluent, established business owners and merchants who believe purchasing wildlife products can bring good fortune and status.”

**Conclusion**

Because of its location between major global hubs and the volume of shipping and fishing traffic in its waters, the Bay of Bengal represents a desirable transit point for international trafficking networks for an assortment of products, including narcotics and wildlife products. This presents a major quandary for the region, as the criminal networks are far nimble than the enforcement mechanisms responsible for their interdiction.

Every country in the region possesses at least one law which encourages the control of drugs within the country or the flows of illicitly traded products. The greater challenge for Bay of Bengal countries is detection and interception, which regional governments readily acknowledge. As a result, information-sharing has emerged as a priority for these countries, both between agencies under a single government and among the countries in the Bay of Bengal. Consequently, several governments have agreed to cooperate with regional naval power India on information-sharing and surveillance. Bangladesh, for example, established a joint maritime patrol with India in 2018 intended to detect and deter an array of maritime crimes along their shared border.

Some countries’ enforcement agencies have developed informal information-sharing networks with local fishing vessels, which not only expands the number of surveillance vessels, but also creates a covert force, as fishing vessels are far more discreet than official patrol craft. Additionally, these countries are actively working to collaborate on improved enforcement capability and to enhance vessel identification systems, including identification of local vessels in addition to foreign commercial vessels.
MARITIME MIXED MIGRATION
MARITIME MIXED MIGRATION

Maritime mixed migration in the Bay of Bengal is a complex issue. While the region has a long history of movements of people, in recent years the dynamics of maritime mixed migration have altered in a manner which threatens the safety of migrants and allows for exploitation of the maritime space by illicit actors.

Migration via maritime routes takes several different forms. There are voluntary but irregular economic migrants, voluntary migrants fleeing persecution and conflict, and those who are trafficked into forced labor and exploitation. Even these are not discrete categories. For example, those who start a journey as voluntary economic migrants are still vulnerable to exploitation and those being smuggled to escape conflict could end up being trafficked into forced labor. Due to the difficulties inherent in separating these different types of migration flows, this report follows the International Labour Organization and UN High Commissioner for Refugees in referring to all forms of irregular migration at sea as maritime mixed migration (MMM).

This chapter looks at the underlying vulnerability and drivers of MMM in the Bay of Bengal, the various forms this migration takes (including economic migration, conflict-induced migration, and trafficking for forced labor and sexual exploitation), and regional efforts to implement policies and legal frameworks to tackle maritime migration crises and provide long-term alternatives to irregular maritime migration.

Key Findings

- Regardless of the initial motive for migration or whether migration started as smuggling or trafficking, ALL IRREGULAR MARITIME MIGRANTS IN THE REGION ARE HIGHLY VULNERABLE TO ABUSE AND EXPLOITATION in various forms. What may begin as voluntary migration can easily turn into falling victim to exploitative activities such as human trafficking.

- Irregular maritime migration and the associated dangers for migrants are FACILITATED BY CORRUPTION AND THE LACK OF FOCUS ON ASSOCIATED CRIMES IN JUDICIAL SYSTEMS. Identifying officials and law enforcement agents who profit from MMM and synchronizing domestic legal frameworks around migration will be critical to thwarting the activities of human smuggling and trafficking networks.

- Regional responses to MMM have been focused on deterrence, which can OVERLOOK THE NEED TO PROTECT THE RIGHTS AND WELFARE OF MIGRANTS.

- CREATING ALTERNATIVE LEGAL PATHWAYS FOR MIGRATION IS KEY to allowing migrants to seek safety and opportunity without exposing themselves to the abuse and exploitation within illicit smuggling and trafficking networks.

Forms of Maritime Migration in the Bay of Bengal

There are a variety of push and pull factors that sometimes overlap to drive the migration of populations across the Bay of Bengal. Some of the prominent drivers in the region include economic insecurity, conflict, and climate vulnerability. Unemployment and poverty in some coastal communities have driven migration to burgeoning labor markets in Southeast Asia. Conflict, in Myanmar in particular, has led to surges of those displaced by the conflict taking to the sea to escape violence and persecution. Furthermore, while not yet a significant driver of migration, extreme...
climate vulnerability and climate shocks have the potential to drive entire communities from their homes through MMM as a means of seeking out new livelihoods.

The volume of migration in the region is extremely high. According to the International Organization for Migration, India and Bangladesh are both ranked within the top five countries globally for total number of migrants abroad. While some of the most prominent migration routes out of the region are via land and air, there are several large migration routes at sea. These routes largely extend from Bangladesh and Myanmar to Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia. This chapter focuses exclusively on maritime aspects of migration in Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea.

**Economic Migration**

The primary kind of voluntary maritime migration in the region is economic migration from Bangladesh and, to a lesser extent, Myanmar towards wealthier nations in Southeast Asia. High rates of poverty, unemployment, and underemployment in Bangladesh lead to large outflows of economic migrants. Half a million Bangladeshi migrants migrated outside the country in 2015 alone, joining millions already overseas who send back an estimated $15 billion in remittances annually. These remittances provide an economic lifeline for family and friends back home. For many of these migrants, the fast-growing economies of Southeast Asia, particularly Malaysia, are an appealing destination. Malaysia is home to an estimated 500,000 Bangladeshi migrants working in the construction and service industries. Much of this migration is informal, contributing to a booming smuggling and trafficking market along maritime routes that cross the Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea. Annual revenues from people-smuggling and trafficking along this maritime route are estimated to be between $50 and $100 million. While economic migration may begin voluntarily and is often viewed as less dangerous than migration driven by conflict, the informal nature of much of this migration means that economic migrants pursuing these maritime routes are still vulnerable to abuse, sale into forced labor, and exploitative conditions upon their arrival. Reports point to examples of Bangladeshi migrants being forced into debt bondage by recruiting agents and employers during their transit or upon arriving at their destination. This blurs the distinction between voluntary economic migration and involuntary maritime migration in the region.
Conflict-Induced Migration

The largest source of conflict-induced maritime migration in the Bay of Bengal is the ongoing violence and the persecution of the Rohingya population in Myanmar (see the Coastal Welfare section). Recurrent waves of ethnic violence targeting the Rohingya since 2012 have forced hundreds of thousands to flee their homes in Rakhine state into neighboring Bangladesh. While Bangladesh should be commended for taking in such a large influx of refugees, its limited resources are strained and poor conditions in the camps, while improving, often spur a desire for secondary migration in pursuit of more economic opportunities. Consequently, many Rohingya decide to undertake the dangerous maritime migration route to Southeast Asia with hopes of reaching Malaysia or Indonesia or traveling on to Australia. This route is considered one of the most dangerous paths of maritime migration in the world. Individuals are vulnerable to physical and sexual abuse and being forced into human trafficking, and are often held for ransom along the route until family members pay for their release. While this route has always been dangerous, government crackdowns which have kept migrants from disembarking onshore have increased the danger.

2015 Andaman Sea Crisis

In May 2015, the discovery of several camps and mass graves holding migrants in southern Thailand prompted closer enforcement along the traditional overland route from Thailand into Malaysia. This led migration routes to shift back out to sea in an attempt to avoid detection by enforcement officials and reach Malaysia and Indonesia more directly. However, this route meant longer times at sea and increased exposure for migrants during the dangerous crossing. The crisis was compounded by the responses of Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia, who stepped up maritime patrols in response to the increased flow of maritime migrants. Due to the increased maritime enforcement, many traffickers and smugglers abandoned migrants at sea with few or no supplies. As conditions onboard abandoned vessels deteriorated, destination
countries often responded by pushing arriving boats of migrants back out to sea. Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia often provided migrants at sea with some degree of assistance before towing their vessels back out to international waters or neighboring territorial waters. At the height of the crisis, these policies left an estimated 5,000 Rohingya and Bangladeshi migrants stranded afloat in the Andaman Sea. Gradually, these states softened their policies, agreeing to allow migrants to disembark, and even providing assistance under the condition that migrants be resettled within a year. Nevertheless, this crisis sheds light on the need for more robust planning and more protection-oriented policies to better manage maritime migration in the region. Although the volume of migration along this route has declined recently, there remains significant potential for another surge in volume if the region faces increased conflict or economic or environmental displacement in the years to come.

**Sex Trafficking**

Human trafficking is likely associated with commercial sex work across the region, although the degree to which such trafficking occurs in the maritime space remains unclear. Thailand in particular has become a global hotspot for sex tourism and trafficking. Additionally, sex trafficking of displaced Rohingya within Bangladesh appears to be growing. Traffickers reportedly exploit the poor conditions in Rohingya displacement camps to offer false promises of domestic employment in order to deceive women and girls into forced sex work. Recent arrests by Bangladeshi authorities indicate traffickers are also attempting to transport Rohingya refugees outside the country to places such as Malaysia for forced prostitution. While maritime links to sex trafficking in the region are less clear than maritime links to economic and conflict-induced migration, it is likely that maritime migrants are vulnerable to sex trafficking.
Forced Fisheries Labor

One aspect of MMM in the Bay of Bengal which has garnered increased attention is the link between human trafficking and smuggling and forced labor in the fishing and seafood-processing industries. This form of MMM is best documented in the Thai fishing industry. Migrants from the Bay of Bengal region (particularly Bangladesh and Myanmar) are drawn to the large Thai fishing and seafood-processing industries for employment. The industries are extremely dependent on this inflow of migrant labor, which is estimated to make up 90 percent of the Thai fishing fleet’s workforce. Many of these migrant workers are held in horrendous conditions. They are forced to work indefinitely through debt bondage or coercion. Identifying documents are often confiscated by employers. Onboard, migrant workers are forced to work extremely long or round-the-clock hours in unsafe conditions without adequate food, water, or medical care and are often subjected to extreme violence by captains and crew. The scale of this form of forced labor is difficult to precisely identify, but there are an estimated 220,000 migrants working in Thailand’s seafood industry with approximately 71,000 of those working on fishing vessels. A 2012 survey by the International Labour Organization notes that nearly 16.9 percent of respondents from the Thai fishing industry have been forced to work against their will. Given these figures, it is reasonable to estimate that the number of fishers experiencing forced labor in the Thai seafood industry could reach into the tens of thousands. Many of the individuals held in these conditions are likely to have been migrants seeking economic opportunities or fleeing conflict who were then brought into forced fisheries labor through deception or coercion.

Mitigation Efforts and Legal Protections

The prevalence of these forms of MMM and migrant exploitation is facilitated by weak regional legal frameworks as well as limited resources and political will. To ensure that migrants are protected as they move through the Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea, progress will need to be made in four key areas: legal frameworks and regional cooperation, prosecution, protection at sea and crisis response, and prevention.

Legal Protections and Regional Cooperation

There remains considerable room to further strengthen legal frameworks for migrant protection in the region. The most significant gap in the regional legal framework is the lack of ratification of the 1951 Refugee Convention. Neither the Bay of Bengal states nor the primary destination countries such as Malaysia and Indonesia are signatories to the Convention. The agreement serves as the legal foundation for the humane treatment of refugees and lack of regional participation hampers the region’s ability to effectively respond to irregular maritime migration. This was demonstrated in the destination states’ response to the recent waves of maritime migration described above.

However, regional states have been making efforts to strengthen domestic legislation on irregular migration as well as regional agreements to deal with the crisis. Perhaps the most significant of these is the Bali Process on People Smuggling,
Trafficking in Persons and Related Transnational Crime (Bali Process). The Bali Process is an international dialogue intended to facilitate awareness, information sharing, and cooperation on human trafficking, smuggling, and related crimes.226 The Bali Process demonstrates the larger region’s desire to address issues of maritime migration, but, as recent events have shown, more needs to be done to move regional cooperation on the issue from dialogue to tangible cooperation and direct action.227

Prosecution and Rule of Law

In addition to international and regional frameworks, domestic prosecution and rule of law are a critical part of efforts to mitigate the dangers posed by irregular maritime migration in the region. Corruption is a significant facilitating factor in human smuggling and trafficking. In both origin and destination states, corrupt officials have protected, facilitated, and profited from the operations of smuggling and trafficking networks and often shield them from prosecution, allowing them to operate with impunity.228 Rates of prosecution for human smuggling and trafficking-related crimes are extremely low given the scale of the problem.229 Identifying government officials and security personnel who are protecting and profiting from irregular maritime migration and enacting reforms to address corruption are critical components of an effective response. However, it is not merely a question of corruption, but also one of capacity. Building capacity in the form of resources and training for courts and law enforcement agencies on irregular migration, such as forensic accounting to flag financial activity which may indicate human trafficking,230 will also help improve regional prosecution rates of related crimes.

Protection at Sea/Reception

Another important aspect of the regional response to irregular maritime migration is how destination states respond to maritime migrants. The 2015 crisis brought to light the lack of protections for migrants. Destination and transit states responded to the wave of migration with highly securitized policy responses which focused on border protection and “deterrence.” Future responses to irregular maritime migration need to better consider the protection needs of migrants, and regional states have expressed support for moving towards more humanitarian policies.231 This includes enhanced maritime search-and-rescue efforts as well as safe disembarkation for migrants trapped at sea. While the capacity to identify and respond to inbound vessels was clearly demonstrated during the 2015 crisis, more needs to be done to ensure that inbound maritime migrants are allowed to safely disembark and receive emergency assistance. This includes building reception centers which identify the motives of migrants, assess protection needs based on those motives, and provide services based on those needs.232

Prevention

Finally, measures to prevent migrants from undertaking the dangerous irregular maritime migration route will be a critical component of a comprehensive regional strategy. Perhaps the most important component of prevention will be the development of better pathways for legal migration. The motivations for migration, whether conflict, employment, or climate displacement, are likely to remain the same in the immediate future, meaning there will be a sustained demand for outbound migration. Therefore, more needs to be done to ensure that migration is pursued through legal pathways so that desperate migrants are not pushed into the hands of the traffickers and smugglers running the maritime routes through the Bay of Bengal. This will require different approaches for economic and conflict-induced migrants. For economic migrants, cooperation between origin and destination states on humane, well-regulated, mutually beneficial labor migration programs will be key, as will better regulation of labor recruitment industries in countries of origin.233 For migrants driven by conflict, strengthening legal refugee and asylum pathways as well as allowing for greater livelihood opportunities in their state of displacement will help stem the flow of irregular secondary maritime migration. In both instances, information campaigns in Myanmar and Bangladesh on the dangers of irregular maritime migration could help counteract the deception of migrants by smugglers and traffickers.234
REFUGEE AND ASYLUM-SEEKERS LEGAL WORK PROGRAM IN MALAYSIA

In 2016, Malaysia initiated a pilot program allowing refugees and asylum-seekers to legally work. According to the United Nations High Commissioner For Refugees (UNHCR), Malaysia had 173,730 registered asylum-seekers by May 2019, with slightly over half consisting of Rohingya refugees who had fled across the Andaman Sea. The Malaysia Ministry of Home Affairs has collaborated with the UNHCR to implement a work training program for 300 Rohingya refugees which includes cultural and skills components and will be conducted by UNHCR’s partner NGOs to prepare participants for the workforce. In 2018, the pilot program successfully expanded from the plantation to the manufacturing sector. A study conducted by the Institute for Democratic and Economic Affairs has concluded that giving refugees legal work status in Malaysia could have significant nationwide benefits by 2024, including adding $700 million to the annual GDP through increased spending, a combined direct and indirect tax contribution of over $12 million, and an additional 2,500 to 4,300 jobs for Malaysian citizens. Legal work programs such as this serve as a model for the protection and sustainable reception destination countries can offer those who have been driven to maritime mixed migration through the Bay of Bengal.

Conclusion

Though the drivers of maritime mixed migration across the region vary, the maritime routes through the Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea remain incredibly dangerous for all migrants. Along the way, migrants are subject to extortion and violence at the hands of illicit actors who prey on desperation for profit. While the region has not seen another maritime migration crisis of the kind witnessed in 2015, the potential for another crisis remains. In order to mitigate the threat posed to maritime security by irregular maritime migration, Bay of Bengal states and destination states will need to strengthen legal protections; improve rule of law; develop mechanisms for effective, humane crisis response; and develop stronger legal pathways for those seeking opportunity and safety through migration.
FISHERIES

Introduction

The Bay of Bengal, a tropical sea nourished by a number of large river systems, supports a vast fisheries resource that accounts for up to 80 percent of the animal protein consumed by people across the region. The fisheries sector is also central to economic security, providing direct and indirect employment for an estimated 14 million people in India and 15 million in Bangladesh. The sector also contributes to the development of national economies. In Bangladesh, for example, the fisheries sector contributes 22.6 percent of the country’s agricultural GDP and an estimated 3.69 percent of the country’s total GDP.

However, the sustainability of marine fisheries and their subsequent ability to contribute to livelihoods and national economies are existentially threatened by several factors. Primarily, the unsustainable harvesting of fisheries undermines the optimum use of these resources and thus threatens the livelihoods of coastal communities who depend on them for subsistence. Many of the fishery resources in the region have already been heavily exploited, and if this pattern continues unabated, the situation will likely worsen. In particular, environmental degradation of the coastal and near-shore marine habitats such as coral reefs, mangroves, estuaries, sea-grass beds and other shallow spawning and nursery areas equally threatens the sustainability of marine fisheries in the region. Finally, the cumulative effects of pollution from different Bay of Bengal countries adds additional pressure, disrupting the basic processes and healthy functioning of the marine ecosystem.

This chapter first explores the health of fisheries and the state of fisheries management in the Bay of Bengal region. It then highlights the critical role of fisheries in maintaining the welfare of coastal fishing communities. Finally, the chapter provides potential policy options that would help ensure that fisheries in the Bay of Bengal will be maintained as a sustainable economic resource and source of welfare for years to come.

Key Findings

- The sustainability of fisheries in the Bay of Bengal is UNDERMINED BY OVERFISHING, INCLUDING ILLEGAL, UNREPORTED, AND UNREGULATED (IUU) FISHING, AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION that results from the effects of pollution and climate change.

- Fisheries play a KEY ROLE IN THE ECONOMIC AND FOOD SECURITY OF COASTAL COMMUNITIES ACROSS THE BAY OF BENGAL littoral region. Ensuring that fisheries management policies respect the needs of these fishing communities, and particularly women in fisheries, is key to sustainable coastal welfare.

- Despite strong regional fisheries legislation, POLICY IMPLEMENTATION REMAINS A CHALLENGE in the region. Increased investment in monitoring, control, and surveillance (MCS) systems can help fill this policy enforcement gap. Increased international investment and capacity-building in this area could reap long-term benefits.

- The TRANSNATIONAL NATURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND FISHERIES HEALTH NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED WITH COORDINATED REGIONAL ACTION. Regional cooperation on environmental and fisheries-science research and coordinated fisheries management policies could help ensure that Bay of Bengal fisheries are maintained as a shared economic resource. The Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem project is a useful initial step and potential platform for engendering regional fisheries collaboration.
Fisheries Health

Environment

The Bay of Bengal’s rough topography and sandy beds generate intense wave action, and the area as a whole is subjected to frequent tropical cyclones. The southwest monsoon, characterized by hot and humid winds that blow from the bay from May to September, results in heavy rainfall. The northeast monsoon blows from November to March and brings cool and dry air from the continental areas. The wind is variable and unstable between the two monsoons, causing frequent cyclones and tidal surges. Climate change may intensify extreme weather conditions like cyclones and tidal surges, resulting in a decline in fish productivity which would significantly affect fishing activities and the livelihoods of fishers. In Bangladesh, for example, the impact of climate change could reduce total fish productivity in the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) by 1.3 to 4.9 percent by 2050, and 2.6 to 8.3 percent by 2100. The paradox of the impact of climate change in the region is that while it would negatively impact fisheries production, the number of people dependent on these fisheries for subsistence is also expected to rise. This is primarily because heavy rainfall and droughts in inland agricultural areas are driving farmers in Bay of Bengal countries such as India to join the fish trade.

Diversity of Fisheries

Like other tropical seas, the Bay of Bengal is very rich in biodiversity. An estimated 771 species of finfishes have been recorded in the Bay of Bengal, in addition to over 215 demersal fish species, 65 pelagic species, 20 shrimp species, and 40 cartilaginous species including sea cucumbers, mollusks, seaweeds, turtles, dolphins, and whales.

Fish Production

Vibrant fisheries activities are also an indicator of the bay’s fisheries health. The total annual marine fish production of the five regional countries reaches about 5.2 million tons, which India, Thailand, Myanmar, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka share at about 45, 28, 16, 7, and 4 percent, respectively. Marine fish production in Bangladesh and Myanmar depends exclusively on the Bay of Bengal, increasing those countries’ vulnerability to potential damage to the health of the fisheries as other countries are able to catch fish from other adjacent marine waters. What’s more, some countries are also largely dependent on a single fishery species, leaving coastal communities potentially vulnerable to fluctuations in the health of specific species.

A wide variety of fresh and processed fisheries products satisfy consumption demand in both domestic and international markets. Consequently, the fish production industry employs millions of people in coastal communities across the region. Overall marine fisheries production in the region has increased in recent years, with country-specific fluctuations indicating generally good fisheries health. It is worth
noting that while the increasing trend reflected in fisheries production might suggest improved fisheries health, the pervasiveness of overfishing in the region is a possible explanation for this increase in fish production. Therefore, should overexploitation of fisheries continue unabated, fisheries production in the Bay of Bengal countries is likely to decline over time.

![ANNUAL MARINE FISH-CATCH TREND OF BAY OF BENGLA COUNTRIES](image)

### GENDER DISPARITY AND FOOD SECURITY IN BANGLADESH’S FISHERIES INDUSTRY

As in many regional states, women play a vital role in the fisheries industry in Bangladesh. Up to 1.4 million women in Bangladesh are employed in the fish processing industry, constituting roughly 80 percent of the sector’s workforce. In an economy with a significant employment gap (only one-third of the Bangladeshi workforce are women and only 10 percent of women are employed in the formal sector), fisheries-related industries constitute a significant source of employment for women. The development of sectors which largely employ women can be particularly important in coastal communities that suffer from poverty and food insecurity, as studies have shown that women tend to contribute their earnings more directly to a family’s nutritional needs than men do. However, while the industry is an important employer of women, more needs to be done to address issues such as pay equity. For example, women in Bangladeshi shrimp-processing facilities report earnings that are roughly half those of their male counterparts. Rectifying such gender disparities in the region’s fisheries industry can help raise standards of living and enhance food security in some of the Bay of Bengal’s most vulnerable coastal communities.

*Woman setting up a fish net, Bangladesh. Photo: WorldFish.*
Fisheries Management

Bay of Bengal governments are making efforts to better manage their marine and coastal fisheries. A comprehensive and holistic management drive called Ecosystem-Based Fisheries Management in the Bay of Bengal has been initiated by BIMSTEC, including a survey focused on large pelagic species. In addition, under the Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem project (BOBLME), some transboundary species like hilsa and Indian mackerel were identified for potential joint management among Bay of Bengal countries, especially Bangladesh, India, and Myanmar. However, no effective joint management plan has yet been formulated and implemented.

**HILSA FISHERIES MANAGEMENT**

Hilsa is the most important commercial transboundary species in the Bay of Bengal. After the implementation of the Hilsa Fisheries Management Action Plan (HFMAP) in 2005, hilsa production increased by 5 percent each year through 2015. Partnering with civil society to further improve production, the Bangladesh Department of Fisheries and WorldFish jointly started the Enhanced Coastal Fisheries (ECOFISH-BD) project in 2015, which is a USAID-funded five-year initiative. This project supports the department of fisheries and local communities in establishing collaborative, science-based management called “co-management” that focuses on reducing overfishing by protecting juvenile and brood hilsa in the peak spawning season through engagement with multiple stakeholders. The project also focuses on empowering the fishing community by focusing on the role of women in fisheries and providing livelihood diversification in order to improve communities’ resilience during fishing-ban periods. Before implementing science-based co-management, the production target was first set at the maximum sustainable yield (MSY) of 526,000 tons, based on a 2016 stock assessment. An innovative approach developing building blocks of co-management was introduced with the aim of forming a “Fisheries Management Community” in each fishing village and subsequent committees at the larger Upazila (an administrative division) and district levels. The plan features a “carrot-and-stick” approach that includes a food incentive for fishing communities and increased law enforcement. As a result, total hilsa catch has increased by a rate of 11 percent per year since implementation and resulted in a total harvest of 517,000 tons in 2018, nearing the estimated MSY level. In addition, hilsa size has increased from an average of 510 grams to 880 grams over the three years of project. As a result of the increased production and size of the hilsa, the household incomes of fishers have also increased by 52 percent over this three-year period.
Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated Fishing and Hidden Harvest

IUU fishing is a worldwide problem which also significantly impacts the Bay of Bengal.\textsuperscript{252} IUU fishing in the Bay of Bengal harms fisheries health by contributing to the overexploitation of fish stocks.\textsuperscript{258} Despite the general increasing trend in fish production, IUU fishing could further escalate overfishing. In a 2015 assessment, BOBLME showed that the total value of illegal fishing catches was between $3.35 billion and $10.40 billion annually and unreported fishing could be valued between $2.7 billion and $1.35 billion annually.\textsuperscript{259} IUU fishing contributes to the depletion of fish stocks, which means a reduced catch for vulnerable fisherfolk who depend on this resource for subsistence. The pervasiveness of IUU fishing exacerbates the suffering of these communities by undermining their food security and livelihoods. In India, for example, an estimated 61 percent of fisherfolk live below the poverty line.\textsuperscript{260} Also related is the impact the depletion of fisheries has on the livelihoods of millions of women in the Bay of Bengal region who depend on employment in the fisheries sector for subsistence.

FISHERIES SUBSIDIES AND SUSTAINABILITY: THE CASE OF INDIA

India, like many countries across the globe, provides subsidies for its national fishing fleet. An estimated $35 billion\textsuperscript{261} is spent on fisheries subsidies globally, which many argue contributes to IUU fishing and overfishing.\textsuperscript{262} India provides roughly $400 million in subsidies annually to the fishing industry, 83 percent of which goes to industrial trawlers.\textsuperscript{263} The state of Tamil Nadu on the Bay of Bengal coast provides the largest portion of these subsidies of any Indian state.\textsuperscript{264} Although this is a relatively small amount in comparison to subsidies provided by some of the world’s largest fishing nations (the U.S., China, Japan, and the EU are all estimated to provide more than $4 billion in annual fisheries subsidies),\textsuperscript{265} these funds may still impact the sustainability of India’s fisheries by encouraging unsustainable and otherwise economically unviable fishing. Government support to the region’s fishing communities needs to be implemented in a manner which protects the fisheries resources and coastal welfare in the long term. Diverting subsidies for fuel, which currently account for more than half of Indian fisheries subsidies,\textsuperscript{266} towards initiatives that focus on ecological and social sustainability can help ensure that fishing communities receive the support they require while also supporting the long-term health of fisheries resources. Some of these initiatives could include purchasing equipment which reduces bycatch and improves safety, as well as providing livelihood support for fishing communities affected by fishing bans.

Monitoring, Control, and Surveillance

Monitoring, control, and surveillance (MCS) capabilities need to be modernized and intensified in most of the region’s countries. Despite having strong legislative tools, the implementation of rules and regulations to control and manage fisheries are generally limited in the bay. While MCS of large and industrial trawling vessels is improving, similar efforts focused on artisanal fishing vessels are much more difficult to implement due in part to the sheer number of these vessels. In Bangladesh, for example, there are roughly 253 large industrial vessels, compared to 68,000 small artisanal vessels.\textsuperscript{267} This volume of small-scale fishing activity presents significant challenges for regional MCS and fisheries-related enforcement.
Challenges Ahead for Fisheries and Fishing Communities

The future of fisheries as a sustainable source of economic growth and livelihoods for coastal communities in the Bay of Bengal faces a variety of challenges. These fall primarily into three categories: environmental threats, fishing pressure threats, and socioeconomic threats.

Environmental Threats

Marine pollution threatens the Bay of Bengal ecosystem by contributing to fish kills and the migration of fish stock away from the bay. The main threats to fisheries resources in the Bay of Bengal are associated with the influx of pollutants such as industrial chemicals, plastics pollution, and sewage and agricultural runoff which make their way into the fishery from the massive river basins surrounding the bay. A study by the University of Oxford on the impacts of fertilizer runoff on marine ecosystems flagged the Bay of Bengal as being at a “tipping point” as increased nitrogen levels pose an immediate threat to the viability of the fishery and the ecosystem. Efforts to mitigate riverine and maritime pollution will be key to ensuring the long-term health of the fisheries.

Threats from Irresponsible Fishing

The indiscriminate catching of brood-fish during spawning season and of juveniles, the destruction of nursery and spawning grounds, the blocking of migratory routes, and overfishing are all elements of current fisheries practices which threaten the sustainability of the fisheries resource. Science-based co-management and/or an ecosystem approach to fisheries management (EAFM) need to be implemented in a holistic and coordinated manner involving all regional nations in order to sustainably manage the fisheries resources of the bay.

Indian fishermen row their boat on the polluted Brahmaputra river. Photo: Biju Boro, AFP, Getty Images.
Socioeconomic Threats

The main threat to fishers is insecurity at sea due to piracy and armed robbery, kidnapping for ransom, and cyclones and other natural disasters at sea and on coasts that destroy the property and livelihoods of coastal communities that have limited capacity to recover. In addition, limited access to finance mechanisms and education, as well as social and economic inequalities, threaten the coastal welfare of fishing communities.

Conclusion

While there are a plethora of threats facing the long-term health of the fisheries in the Bay of Bengal and the communities that depend on them, these challenges are not insurmountable. Shared fisheries health can be promoted through greater regional cooperation. Efforts to ensure biodiversity conservation and the protection of marine fisheries health can be improved through the formulation of regional common policies. As the region shares major fish species, there is room to promote transboundary dialogue and formulate common regulations. A common marine fishing-ban period could improve the resilience of the ecosystem and create congenial conditions for the breeding of commercially important species. A fishing ban would offer the opportunity to implement the transboundary management of fisheries. Given the vulnerability of the fishers across the region, such a ban must be complemented by the provision of fair compensation to the fisherfolk affected. Special care should also be taken to implement pollution control in regional rivers to protect Bay of Bengal fisheries in the long run.

A common platform may also be collaboratively created by the region’s policymakers, researchers, vessel owners, and fishers’ associations to address issues of fisheries conservation and management, control IUU fishing practices, and ensure the welfare of fishing communities. Finally, to ensure the maximum sustainable utilization of the Bay of Bengal resources, a holistic and comprehensive EAFM needs to be implemented. This can be done by involving all regional countries in a coordinated manner that focuses on transboundary species. Fisheries health is at a critical turning point in the Bay of Bengal, but with the implementation of science-based, collective fisheries management policies, the long-term health of the fisheries resource can be ensured.
MARITIME ENFORCEMENT CAPACITY
MARITIME ENFORCEMENT CAPACITY

The maritime enforcement capabilities of Bay of Bengal states are challenged by competing security priorities, procurement gaps, and limited funding. Despite these constraints, maritime enforcement agencies in the Bay of Bengal share a common desire to tackle illicit activities by pursuing long-term progress in building maritime domain awareness and capabilities to respond. This chapter traces the efforts of navies and maritime law enforcement agencies in the Bay of Bengal and the development of multilateral initiatives; identifies lessons learned and capability gaps; and highlights successful initiatives across the region.

Key Findings

- **India proactively addresses operational and institutional constraints through novel solutions** such as the Joint Operations Centre and Coastal Security Scheme networks. These efforts encourage interagency coordination and burden-sharing, and also set an example for maritime law enforcement agencies in other Bay of Bengal countries.

- Pressing political emergencies and security concerns **that take place on land may redirect policy attention and resources** away from investments into assets that are needed to attain complete maritime enforcement capacity.

- To compensate for gaps in enforcement capabilities, the region’s maritime law enforcement agencies are **increasingly reliant on bilateral and regional coordination**.

- Law enforcement agencies can benefit from seeking a detailed understanding of maritime drivers that contribute to instability on land. In doing so, **a balanced distribution of resources can be directed towards the operations of both land and sea-based enforcement agencies** to implement a more comprehensive strategy against security threats.

**India**

The harrowing 2008 terrorist attacks in Mumbai, which were facilitated by the use of maritime routes, heightened concerns about the vulnerability of India’s coastlines to nonconventional threats. Consequently, the surveillance of maritime activities along India’s coastline transformed into a national priority. A three-tier system comprising the Indian Navy, Indian Coast Guard (ICG), and the marine police was set up and each agency was assigned different zones of responsibility. Under the Coastal Security Scheme, coastal police stations and surveillance infrastructure were established, coastal radio stations commissioned, electro-optical cameras installed, and the use of automatic identification systems (AIS) encouraged. To facilitate smoother interaction between various maritime agencies responsible for India’s coastal security, the Indian Navy also established four joint operations centers. Under these centers, coastal security operations are being coordinated by representatives from different agencies including the navy, coast guard, state marine police, customs, and intelligence bureau. Another information-sharing initiative is the International Fusion Centre–Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR), which was established in 2018 to achieve regional maritime domain awareness through sharing reporting on incidents and widely distributing analytical reports.

As India enhances its interagency collaboration, the country’s maritime law enforcement agencies are boosting their independent capabilities. The Indian Navy’s Eastern Naval Command has been assigned responsibility for overseeing maritime security in the Bay of Bengal. This naval command is actively countering illicit maritime activities through the deployment of assets such as patrol boats, frigates, and corvettes. Meanwhile, the far-eastern Andaman and Nicobar Command, which used to operate solely under the navy, has expanded into a tri-service command. This command focuses a majority of its operations in the Andaman Sea up to the tip of the Strait of Malacca. Being strategically located...
and equipped with port facilities and bases for surveillance, the Andaman and Nicobar Command facilitates the rapid deployment of assets to counter nontraditional and illicit activities in these critical waterways that connect the Bay of Bengal region to Southeast Asia.

Meanwhile, the role of the Indian Coast Guard is to protect and guard India’s EEZ, with responsibilities that include deterring terrorists from using sea routes, searching and boarding vessels suspected of illicit maritime activity, and diplomatic engagement with coast guards of other countries.\textsuperscript{273} To execute its missions, the ICG relies on response systems that use physical and electronic surveillance assets such as patrol and coastal combatant craft, amphibious vehicles, aircraft, and helicopters.\textsuperscript{274} The ICG has also established a comprehensive coastal surveillance network under the Coastal Security Scheme to closely coordinate operations with other agencies such as India’s marine police. Additionally, the ICG conducts community interaction programs to build strong working relationships with India’s coastal fishing communities.\textsuperscript{275}

In spite of these efforts, India’s maritime enforcement architecture continues to grapple with its own set of challenges. In addition to the Indian Navy and ICG, there are at least thirteen other agencies involved in various angles of coastal security. The numerous agencies may duplicate work, lead to the inadequate use of resources, and obstruct efficient interagency coordination. There are also technological constraints as smaller boats, which largely belong to fishers, are not fully equipped with AIS due to high costs that may not be affordable to those in the coastal community. Because of this cost factor, the majority of smaller boats are still able to operate undetected.\textsuperscript{276} Last, the large number of assets needed for coastal security can place a burden on enforcement agencies; there are reports of manpower shortages, aging assets, and delays in the construction of shore-based infrastructure.\textsuperscript{277}

**COMPONENTS SANCTIONED UNDER PHASE II OF THE COASTAL SECURITY SCHEME FOR INDIA’S BAY OF BENGAL STATES**

Moving forward, India continues to enhance its coastal security through novel solutions that range from restructuring the maritime enforcement architecture to implementing the Coastal Security Scheme, under which India’s four coastal states bordering the Bay of Bengal seek to procure more assets by 2020. Meanwhile, the Indian Navy is expanding existing naval air stations at the Andaman and Nicobar Islands into fully-functioning aviation bases. In addition to expanding India’s naval presence in the region, these bases are also necessary to ensure the safe passage of vessels in an area fraught with illicit maritime activity.

### Sri Lanka

Unlike those of most of its regional neighbors, Sri Lanka’s navy is highly experienced in tackling nontraditional coastal threats such as illegal immigration, smuggling, and asymmetrical maritime warfare after its campaign against the insurgent Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) group that relied on waterways bordering Sri Lanka’s coastline. Since the defeat of the LTTE in 2009, the Sri Lankan Navy has expanded its assets to enable the force to evolve beyond a focus on coastal counter-terrorism operations towards a more comprehensive patrol of the country’s maritime zones.

Since its establishment in 2009, the role of Sri Lanka’s coast guard has encompassed addressing nontraditional concerns such as illegal migration, drug smuggling, arms smuggling, distress at sea, maritime disasters, and damage to the marine environment. Sri Lanka also established its first Marine Battalion in 2017, which builds from a strong historical tradition of amphibious warfare knowledge with assistance from countries such as the United States and Australia. This new marine corps focuses primarily on humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations in Sri Lanka.

Sri Lanka still faces some challenges in developing comprehensive maritime enforcement capability. The Sri Lankan Navy remains constrained by the wide surveillance area of Sri Lanka’s maritime zone, a restricted budget, procurement gaps, and the absence of a defense-industrial base. The limited number of surface ships restrains the navy from comprehensively addressing illicit crimes such as illegal smuggling and IUU fishing in the country’s waters. However, Sri Lanka has optimized growing bilateral military relationships to enhance maritime security. The country’s coastal defense capability, which relies heavily on fast-attack and patrol boats, has been strengthened with the acquisition of offshore patrol vessels from India and two coast guard patrol craft donated by Japan. The United States has also gifted a former U.S. Coast Guard cutter, and China has announced it is granting a frigate.

To strengthen its maritime domain awareness, Sri Lanka is also developing its capacity as a regional information and coordination hub for countering nontraditional maritime threats. Sri Lanka is currently the Lead Coordinator of the Indian Ocean Rim Association’s Working Group on Maritime Safety and Security and also hosts the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime’s Global Maritime Crime Programme in Colombo.

### Bangladesh

Since resolving maritime territorial disputes with Myanmar and India in 2012 and 2014, respectively, Bangladesh has witnessed a significant extension of its maritime jurisdiction in the Bay of Bengal. In its dispute with Myanmar, Bangladesh gained 111,000 square kilometers of EEZ, and was awarded a total of 19,467 square kilometers of new maritime territory from its dispute with India. Wider territorial waters now demand greater force projection and maritime domain awareness from Bangladesh’s maritime law enforcement agencies. In addition, Bangladesh is confronted with a series of maritime threats posed by the potential use of maritime routes by illicit actors and the irregular movement of Rohingya migrants across the country’s maritime zones. Other security concerns include piracy and armed robbery, narcotrafficking, and drug smuggling along Bangladesh’s waterways. To counter these threats, Bangladesh requires capabilities such as counter-terrorism, maritime governance, and special operations skills. Recognizing this gap, the Bangladesh Navy and
other maritime enforcement agencies such as the coast guard force have been making significant progress to acquire these capabilities.

Bangladesh is pursuing the Forces Goal 2030 program to expand its maritime enforcement capabilities through procurement of more assets and personnel. Forces Goal 2030 is Bangladesh’s first massive modernization program that seeks to transform the navy, air, and army forces into a three-dimensional force capable of multi-platform warfare. Under this plan, the Bangladesh Navy will shift from its reliance on fast-attack craft to utilize at least 12 guided-missile frigates and 16 to 24 guided-missile corvettes to patrol the Bay of Bengal by 2030. As the navy transitions away from constabulary duties towards more conventional naval warfare roles, it will accommodate missile systems, offshore patrol vessels, and Ming-class submarines. To sustain this procurement plan, Bangladesh relies on China and Russia for aid and credit to overcome its limited procurement funding, as showcased in the assistance extended by China to build a submarine base in Cox’s Bazar to service and station Bangladesh’s two submarines. Meanwhile, Bangladesh is also developing its indigenous naval shipbuilding industry at the Khulna Shipyard, which has produced five patrol craft and two large patrol craft for the Bangladesh Navy.

Meanwhile, Bangladesh’s coast guard force is evolving into a complete national law enforcement and border agency that can help effectively protect fisheries, prevent trafficking and illegal immigration at sea, control pollution, eradicate piracy, and conduct disaster relief when needed. As of February 2018, the Bangladesh Coast Guard had purchased offshore patrol vessels, inshore patrol vessels, fast patrol boats, a floating crane, and tugboats to conduct operations along the coast.

In the near future, Bangladesh’s naval enforcement agencies will continue acquiring more capabilities to fulfill the demands of Forces Goal 2030. This will include further developing their special forces, submarine service, naval air wing, and coastal defense capabilities. To further enhance its maritime enforcement capabilities, Bangladesh would also benefit from having a more comprehensive maritime strategy that focuses on both hard capabilities such as modernization and on soft capabilities such as maritime governance, research and development, and resource exploration and exploitation. Through this holistic approach, Bangladesh can ensure that its procurement goals under Forces Goal 2030 will be able to secure its maritime interests in the long term.
**Myanmar**

The recent military modernization of Myanmar’s regional neighbors has spurred a drive to procure more assets for Myanmar’s naval enforcement agencies. This impetus was further intensified by the devastation left by Cyclone Nargis and the standoff with the Bangladesh Navy in 2008 in the Bay of Bengal. These events, which highlighted the degree to which Myanmar’s naval capabilities lagged behind those of its foreign counterparts, have since driven a naval modernization program and an outward-looking security posture in Myanmar’s national defense strategy.

Over the years, Myanmar’s navy has gradually expanded beyond the “brown-water” roles of providing riverine support for the army’s counter-insurgency efforts, protecting fisheries, and deterring smuggling along Myanmar’s coastline. Today, the navy is actively investing in procurement drives and has made significant additions to its capabilities. Some of these additions include indigenously built frigates and upgraded corvettes.

Myanmar’s maritime enforcement capacity is also set to strengthen with the 2019 announcement to establish the country’s first coast guard force. Although there is not yet a clear timeline for the force’s establishment, there are expectations that a coast guard would contribute to the clearer delineation of roles and areas of responsibility for Myanmar’s maritime enforcement agencies. Unlike its navy, Myanmar’s coast guard force is expected to focus on coastal security by tackling human trafficking, illegal entry, drug trafficking, and illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing. The force will also be defending Myanmar’s economic interests in its maritime zones by overseeing the management of offshore drilling, building sea ports, and protecting the marine environment. This announcement was also accompanied by more plans to create an integrated command center comprising experts from other agencies such as the maritime police force, customs department, immigration department, marine administration department, and the Myanmar Port Authority.

However, Myanmar’s maritime enforcement capabilities are significantly hampered by financial constraints, a lack of maritime domain awareness, and the implications of pressing domestic security concerns such as the Rakhine crisis. The ability to protect maritime interests may be challenged by the inward-looking security posture that directs policy attention and resources away from procurement of maritime enforcement assets and towards onshore operations instead. However, the active development of Myanmar’s blue economy industries such as offshore oil and gas may offer the impetus necessary to actively enhance Myanmar’s maritime enforcement capabilities.

**Thailand**

The Royal Thai Navy and other maritime law enforcement agencies in Thailand have been actively countering security threats at sea through the deployment of naval assets, establishment of a Maritime Enforcement Coordinating Centre (MECC), and implementation of a military modernization program. However, the continuous development of Thailand’s maritime enforcement capabilities is also challenged by a few factors including funding constraints.

As the primary maritime law enforcement agency, the Royal Thai Navy has the ability to provide constabulary capacity through deploying crafts such as offshore patrol vessels, frigates, and even the *Chakri Naruebet* aircraft carrier to aid with natural disaster relief. The navy is also expected to procure more assets under the ten-year military modernization program that was launched in February 2018. This modernization plan seeks to improve preparedness, enhance military capabilities, and modernize the military’s structure. Although this will translate into increased defense spending, it is still estimated that only 19 percent of the budget would be allocated to the Royal Thai Navy—a drastic contrast to the 48 percent of budget directed to the Royal Thai Army. However, this does not appear to deter Thailand’s ability to acquire advanced platforms such as its first submarine, which is expected to be delivered around 2023.

To effectively utilize intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance efforts, Thailand has also developed a Thai-MECC to share information, coordinate operations, and assist in search and rescue at sea. The center is a collaboration between law enforcement agencies such as the Royal Thai Navy, fisheries department, coastal and marine resources department,
marine department, marine police, and customs department. Despite constraints such as experiencing friction in institutionalizing coordination and having limited information-sharing mechanisms, the center plans to enhance maritime security management, coordinate operations at sea, and empower Thai-MECC officers to carry out searches, make arrests, and investigate offenses at sea.

However, the future development of Thailand’s maritime enforcement capabilities may be impacted by funding constraints, army dominance, and an inward focus on counter-insurgency operations. Due to the institutionalization of army dominance in Thailand’s conflict-affected southern provinces of Narathiwat, Pattani, and Yala, funding towards land operations by the armed forces in these areas has been prioritized. This can make it challenging to redirect funds towards strengthening Thailand’s maritime enforcement capabilities or ensuring active naval modernization over a sustained period of time.

Thailand’s maritime enforcement capabilities are on the cusp of a major advancement with the expected commissioning of key naval assets and the enhancement of current initiatives such as the Thai-MECC. Although Thailand may not have a separate designated coast guard force, there are discussions occurring on ways to reconfigure maritime enforcement to effectively address constabulary responsibilities. With consistent and guaranteed funding, Thailand will be able to strengthen its maritime enforcement capabilities and protect its maritime security interests.

Expanding Maritime Security Collaboration

To boost their levels of maritime domain awareness and enforcement capabilities, Bay of Bengal countries actively participate in both multilateral and bilateral forms of military cooperation. These interactions have helped generate mutual trust, enhance operational interoperability, and facilitate information-sharing across the region.

Regional organizations such as BIMSTEC are increasingly promoting military coordination through initiatives such as the “tactical-level” anti-terrorism exercise held in September 2018. However, BIMSTEC’s exercises have yet to gain the support of all BIMSTEC members as Thailand eventually withdrew due to budgetary restrictions. Other multilateral
frameworks such as the biannual MILAN naval exercise, which is hosted by the Indian Navy, are more successful in gaining the participation of the five Bay of Bengal countries studied in this report. The exercise’s last iteration, which was conducted in March 2018, focused on enhancing interoperability through operations such as weapons systems, search and rescue, and boarding of ships. The tabletop exercises during the initiative also included a focus on piracy, gun- and drug-running, and illegal migration.

Another regional initiative that strives to increase information-sharing across the region is the International Fusion Centre–Indian Ocean Region. Spearheaded by the Indian Navy, the IFC-IOR is a maritime security collaboration that seeks to build greater connectivity and maritime domain awareness with like-minded states across the region. Currently, the center is connected to 33 points of contact and multinational centers around the world, 18 of which are direct country representatives and 15 of which are think-tank organizations, including Stable Seas. Through monthly dissemination of maritime security reports and greater interaction with domestic and foreign maritime security agencies, the IFC-IOR seeks to continue widening its engagement with maritime security experts and practitioners around the world to enhance maritime domain awareness within the Bay of Bengal region and beyond.

Additionally, there appears to be a growing trend in which Bay of Bengal countries are actively strengthening bilateral defense ties with India to reap benefits in training and intelligence-sharing and support in attaining maritime enforcement capabilities. In July 2019, Myanmar and India entered into a defense cooperation agreement and pledged to boost maritime security cooperation while increasing the training provided to Myanmar’s defense personnel. Meanwhile, Bangladesh’s military cooperation with India has evolved since the 2017 memorandum of understanding to include more training programs, joint exercises, and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations. The institutionalization of this defense cooperation would further enable both countries to improve coordination in counter-terrorism operations and joint maritime law enforcement in the Bay of Bengal. Sri Lanka’s defense ties with India are also growing, as observed in the seventh Sri Lanka–India Naval Exercise (SLINEX) in September 2019, which built mutual trust and operational interoperability between both naval forces. This exercise also took place a few months after the annual Indo-Sri Lanka Defence Dialogue which reviewed bilateral defense cooperation activities between the two countries.
By building bilateral defense ties with India, countries in the Bay of Bengal will be able to address gaps in their maritime enforcement capabilities through active skills training or information-sharing. However, Bay of Bengal countries will also benefit from strengthening bilateral ties with other neighbors within the region in order to build a strong network of regional maritime enforcement agencies. This network will form the foundation needed to sustain regional initiatives such as BIMSTEC or annual naval multilateral exercises.

**Conclusion**

The Bay of Bengal’s maritime law enforcement agencies share a common interest in countering maritime threats such as piracy, IUU fishing, and illicit smuggling, in addition to protecting maritime sovereignty. However, the development of the region’s maritime enforcement capabilities is also beset by funding constraints, competing strategic and domestic priorities, lack of interagency coordination, and insufficient assets and resources.

To address these gaps, more support needs to be directed towards the region’s maritime coordinating centers that supervise interagency efforts in maritime enforcement operations. There also needs to be a greater understanding of specific maritime drivers that contribute to persistent instability on land. In increasing understanding, the efforts and resources of land and maritime enforcement agencies can be better coordinated to produce a more sustainable and comprehensive strategy that can protect national interests in both domains.

Currently, regional maritime security agencies rely heavily on bilateral relationships to strengthen enforcement capabilities and maritime domain awareness. By creating a region-wide institutionalized mechanism, the countries involved can be assured that more information and burden sharing will help tackle maritime security threats through a region-wide operational approach. Indeed, the region is already heading in this direction with initiatives such as the IFC-IOR, Indian Ocean Naval Symposium, Indian Ocean Rim Association, and BIMSTEC. In addition to enhancing interagency collaboration, regional coordination will also help the Bay of Bengal countries overcome operational and institutional limitations to guarantee maritime security for all.
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Perhaps more than any other issue examined in this report, international cooperation impacts all aspects of maritime security and governance in the Bay of Bengal. The reason for this is simple: the fluidity of the maritime space makes security and governance issues in the maritime domain inherently transnational in nature. Conflict and poverty in Myanmar and Bangladesh drive migrants across multiple maritime boundaries to Thailand, Malaysia, and beyond. Valuable migratory fish species and the fishing communities that depend on them are affected by the health of a marine ecosystem that encompasses multiple EEZs. Successfully addressing maritime crime such as cross-border kidnap and ransom of fishermen in the Sundarbans requires the coordination of maritime law enforcement patrols by India and Bangladesh. Without multilateral solutions to match transnational threats, no amount of capacity in any single state can fully address the maritime security and governance challenges facing the Bay of Bengal. This chapter provides an overview of existing frameworks for regional cooperation in the maritime space, challenges to these efforts, and potential pathways to more effective maritime collaboration.

Key Findings

- The region’s MULTILATERAL FRAMEWORKS SUFFER FROM A DEARTH OF RESOURCES THAT HAMPERS PROGRESS on translating multilateral conversations into action. Increased financial and human resources for regional efforts are a prerequisite for substantial progress.

- Up to this point A LACK OF POLITICAL WILL AND POLICY FOCUS HAS BEEN A HURDLE TO PUSHING FORWARD THE AGENDA ON MARITIME COOPERATION. As the national interests of regional states become more focused on the maritime space and better aligned for subregional cooperation, the states will need to expend political capital making difficult decisions about how to implement solutions for shared maritime challenges.

- INDIA IS THE ONE STATE IN THE REGION WITH THE ECONOMIC, DIPLOMATIC, AND SECURITY CLOUT TO DEVELOP EXISTING REGIONAL FRAMEWORKS into mature, well-resourced, and impactful entities. This aligns with India’s stated foreign policy priorities, and there is potential for India to take on an even larger role.

- BIMSTEC’S efforts to generate increased regional maritime cooperation, while still developing, have become a STRONG FOUNDATION FOR COLLECTIVE MARITIME SECURITY, GOVERNANCE, AND PROSPERITY in the region.

Reviving a History of an Integrated Bay of Bengal

The Bay of Bengal has a long history of strong political and economic ties. As far back as the Middle Ages, the Chola Dynasty based in southern India united much of the Bay of Bengal littoral under its direct control or economic influence. In more recent history, Sri Lanka, India, Bangladesh, and Myanmar were interconnected politically, economically, and in terms of migration under British colonialism. As one scholar of the region has described it: “Up until the 1940s, Calcutta was a hub for a dense intra-regional shipping network connecting India and the territories around the Bay.” World War II, the end of the colonial era in the region, and Indian partition saw this largely interconnected area emerge as four separate states. In the postcolonial era, many Bay of Bengal countries turned inward politically and economically, and regional integration declined.
In 2015, while intraregional trade accounted for 50 percent of total trade in East Asia and the Pacific and 22 percent in sub-Saharan Africa, South Asian intraregional trade accounted for only 5 percent of total trade volume. In the decades after independence, India pursued inward-looking economic policies that limited trade and, given its outsized economic clout, hampered regional economic integration. The onset of military rule in Myanmar led to decades of diplomatic and economic isolationism. The region is now much less integrated than it was decades ago. In many ways, current efforts at regional collaboration around maritime issues are not a new phenomenon, but an effort to bring about the free flow of goods, policies, and people that characterized the bay for much of its history.

**International Maritime Treaties**

International maritime treaties create common legal frameworks for maritime governance. Ratification of agreements allows countries to implement rules-based solutions when settling disputes on contentious issues like exclusive economic zone delineations and illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing. Here, a quick survey of eight major international maritime governance treaties included in the Stable Seas Maritime Security Index can help shed light on the state of participation in the region; Sri Lanka remains the only Bay of Bengal country to have signed and ratified all eight of the global maritime agreements examined. India and Bangladesh have yet to ratify the 2016 Agreement on Port State Measures, in which countries agree to deny port entry to vessels engaged in IUU fishing. Similarly, India, Bangladesh, and Thailand have yet to ratify the 2003 United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization Compliance Agreement, which underscores the role that flag states play in ensuring their vessels adhere to international conservation and fisheries management measures. The limited acceptance in the Bay of Bengal of IUU fisheries agreements (six of the seven nonratified agreements) highlights a potential gap that could hamper the region’s ability to work collectively on fisheries protection and management. However, the region has universal ratification of agreements in many other areas, which gives it a strong foundation for regional and international cooperation on issues like maritime boundary disputes, drug trafficking, and transnational organized crime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>UNCLOS</th>
<th>UNCLOS XI</th>
<th>FISHSTOCKS</th>
<th>UNCTOC</th>
<th>CSUA</th>
<th>VIENNA</th>
<th>PORTSTATE</th>
<th>FAO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Existing Frameworks for Regional Cooperation**

*The Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC)*

BIMSTEC is well placed to serve as the leading organization for regional maritime cooperation. Founded in 1997, the organization now includes Sri Lanka, India, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Thailand, Bhutan, and Nepal, representing all of the Bay of Bengal in addition to its landlocked Himalayan hinterland. The organization was founded to serve as a platform for regional technical and economic cooperation, with the goal to “harness shared and accelerated growth through mutual cooperation in different areas of common interests by mitigating the onslaught of globalization and by utilizing regional resources and geographical advantages.”
While BIMSTEC is still developing, it has already taken significant steps to facilitate maritime cooperation in the region, including:

- The creation of the Centre on Weather and Climate to support cooperation in weather research and climate forecasting. This initiative is particularly important in light of the region’s climate vulnerability (See Coastal Welfare).\(^{324}\)

- Launching of the BIMSTEC Business Forum and Economic Forum in an effort to connect private sector actors in the region and solicit advice on how to best facilitate business and trade across regional states.\(^{325}\)

- The introduction of perhaps the most impactful initiative thus far, the BIMSTEC Master Plan on Transport Connectivity. The plan envisions $50 billion in connectivity investments to be made across 167 projects.\(^{326}\) While yet to be executed, strong progress has been made in achieving consensus among member states on priorities and implementation and the plan has the potential to vastly improve physical connectivity across the region.

However, BIMSTEC has faced several challenges that have constrained development. Since its founding, the organization’s progress has been slow, with sometimes irregular high-level meetings and the relatively recent establishment of a permanent secretariat.\(^{327}\) Relatedly, BIMSTEC has yet to be institutionalized and remains under-resourced. The secretariat has an estimated budget of $200,000 and a staff of fewer than 10, in comparison to other regional organizations such as the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), which have staffs of roughly 50 and 100, respectively.\(^{328}\) Finally, the organization’s focus may be stretched too thin. It has 14 different areas of cooperation ranging from tourism to counter-terrorism, each with its own working group.\(^{329}\) This broad a portfolio may be too wide-ranging given the limited resources and political will BIMSTEC has received from its member states. All of these challenges have meant that the organization has had difficulty implementing its priorities, and is often viewed as a forum for statements and declarations rather than as a platform for concrete and substantive collaboration.
RESOLVING REGIONAL MARITIME BOUNDARY DISPUTES

One significant landmark that sets the stage for increased maritime cooperation in the Bay of Bengal is the recent resolution of several maritime boundary disputes. In March 2012, the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea resolved competing maritime claims between Bangladesh and Myanmar. Two years later, in July 2014, the Arbitral Tribunal of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea was used to provide a final arbitration of the India–Bangladesh maritime boundary. With these resolutions, all of the maritime boundaries in the Bay of Bengal have been agreed upon. The acceptance of the verdicts—particularly in the case of the India–Bangladesh dispute, which awarded territory to Bangladesh—demonstrates regional states’ willingness to utilize multilateral platforms for maritime dispute resolution. It also has had impacts on the region’s blue-economic development. Finalizing borders allows regional states a clear understanding of what resources are available for development and subject to their regulation. It also assuages investor concerns related to the disputes, facilitating investment in maritime industries. Maritime dispute resolution of this nature paves the way for the development of stronger regional cooperation on a variety of maritime issues in the Bay of Bengal.
Despite these challenges, there appears to be a new impetus for BIMSTEC to develop a stronger role in maritime cooperation in the Bay of Bengal; the landscape of regional multilateral frameworks appears to have shifted. SAARC, long the predominant multilateral forum for cooperation in South Asia, seems to have fallen into disuse over tensions between India and Pakistan. As a result, India has placed renewed focus on BIMSTEC as an alternative platform for regional cooperation. This increased focus on BIMSTEC from India materialized in a conference of leaders hosted by Prime Minister Modi in Goa in 2016, which, by many accounts, served to build renewed regional support for the organization.

In order for BIMSTEC to build on the renewed political will from member states to become a platform of concrete maritime security collaboration in the Bay of Bengal, several policy recommendations may advance this goal:

- BIMSTEC could commit to regular meetings, including leadership summits and high-level, issue-specific meetings. Only with consistent communication can consensus be built and translated into substantive collaboration.
- Designated government liaisons from member states to BIMSTEC would help the organization’s aims be consistently communicated to and prioritized in individual state bureaucracies.
- The incorporation of additional technical experts on maritime issues into the BIMSTEC Secretariat would give the organization the in-house expertise necessary to shape realistic and impactful multilateral maritime security and governance policies to help address the region’s shared challenges.
- For regional economic integration, which is at the core of BIMSTEC’s mission, it may be useful to focus initially on building the physical infrastructure for economic connectivity as opposed to creating a formal free trade agreement, as the former has broad-based support, while progress on the latter has proven difficult. Progress on physical connectivity will help lay the foundation and build the political will for formal trade agreements in the future.
- All progress will be dependent on additional human and financial resources matching the scope and difficulty of the organization’s mission.
- Finally, India appears well placed and willing to increase its informal leadership role within the organization. BIMSTEC aligns well with the issue area and geographic focus of India’s Neighborhood First and Act East policies. India can play a mutually beneficial role in providing more resources and convening power to develop BIMSTEC into a more mature and impactful platform for regional maritime security and governance in the Bay of Bengal.

Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA)

The other particularly pertinent organization for broad maritime cooperation in the Bay of Bengal is the Indian Ocean Rim Association. Also founded in 1997, IORA includes 22 nations across the vast littoral of the Indian Ocean. As an international organization organized around a maritime space, IORA focuses much of its attention on maritime security and governance issues including fisheries management, the blue economy, and maritime security and safety. Many of IORA’s events and meetings reflect this focus on maritime issues. As such, IORA has the potential to serve as an alternate platform for cooperation on those maritime issues BIMSTEC is unable to address.

However, IORA also faces significant challenges as a platform for maritime cooperation in the Bay of Bengal. First, IORA suffers from many of the resourcing challenges described in the discussion of BIMSTEC, which has led to similar problems making the jump from meetings and declarations to concrete collaborative action. The second is its extremely broad geographic scope and varying degrees of state capacity; member states range from Australia to Yemen. This broad scope, encompassing several subregions, creates the potential for conflicting maritime priorities. For example, states near the Horn of Africa may be particularly focused on deterring the continued threat of piracy, whereas this is a limited concern for the Bay of Bengal region. Finally, in the context of the Bay of Bengal in particular, the barring of Myanmar from IORA
membership severely hampers IORA’s utility as a vehicle for subregional cooperation. As such, IORA likely has limited capacity to contribute to maritime cooperation in the Bay of Bengal. Should Myanmar attain membership, IORA could play a larger role in the subregion, but that role may be as a secondary option unless BIMSTEC fails to materialize as a more mature platform for maritime cooperation. Just as Bay of Bengal states cannot fully address maritime issues without the cooperation of their neighbors, the subregion must also engage with the broader Indian Ocean region on a variety of issues. IORA is an ideal platform for such cooperation.

**Bilateral Maritime Cooperation**

Conversely, however, not all maritime security cooperation in the Bay of Bengal must, or even should, occur in the context of formal multilateral organizations. Despite the challenges faced by these institutions in implementing maritime cooperation, there has been much progress in less high-profile, but equally as effective, bilateral and ad hoc initiatives. While multilateral organizations like BIMSTEC continue to develop, there are a variety of bilateral initiatives underway in the Bay of Bengal which highlight their role in bringing substantial gains for regional maritime security.

As the region’s largest economic and security power, India has played a significant role in many of these bilateral maritime security projects. India has offered assistance to both Myanmar and Bangladesh on the development of coastal radar systems. India and Myanmar have held occasional naval exercises and have signed an agreement for future coordinated patrols. The Indian and Bangladeshi coast guards have signed a memorandum of understanding to increase collaboration, which has already paid dividends with close coordination playing a key role in the recent rescue of 13 Indian fishermen in rough seas. India and Thailand have also strengthened ties on maritime security, holding semi-annual joint naval patrols near the Andaman and Nicobar Islands since 2005.

All of these, and many other, bilateral initiatives should not be overlooked as a path to increased maritime security in the Bay of Bengal. While strong multilateral institutions are being developed, bilateral efforts provide a flexible alternative to
maritime cooperation where political will exists. Building a strong web of bilateral maritime cooperation may help set the stage for more substantial regional maritime cooperation in the future.

The Path Forward

Challenges

Regional multilateral frameworks for maritime cooperation are under-resourced, making implementation of shared policies difficult. Broad mandates without accompanying investments have led to slow progress. More money, people, policy focus, and political will are needed to make the region’s maritime cooperation plans a reality. Regional states such as India and, to a lesser extent, Thailand and Sri Lanka could help fill this gap and drive cooperation forward. Luckily, national interests in the Bay of Bengal appear to be aligning, which should facilitate this investment. Bay of Bengal maritime cooperation fits well with stated national priorities in individual states, such as India’s Act East policy, Thailand’s Look West policy, and Bangladesh’s increased focus on blue-economic development (see Blue Economy). The alignment between national interests and deepened Bay of Bengal maritime multilateralism should facilitate increased resourcing for regional initiatives.

In addition, the Bay of Bengal falls along a kind of geostrategic fault line which makes collaboration more difficult. Bangladesh, India, and Sri Lanka are oriented towards South Asia, while Myanmar and Thailand largely see themselves as members of Southeast Asia. While this may seem to be an inconsequential distinction, the fact that regional integration has largely developed in line with these regional distinctions has meant that cooperation across the bay has often been a secondary priority. For decades the strategic orientation of Bay of Bengal states focused their regional efforts on SAARC and ASEAN, respectively. This distinction is a relatively recent construct, and BIMSTEC is well placed to serve as the bridge between these more well-developed regional entities, renew a sense of Bay of Bengal regionalism, and increase focus on maritime collaboration in the bay.

Finally, as the region grows in geostrategic importance, there is potential for challenges to arise from the actions of large, extra-regional powers. The region straddles major global arteries of trade and energy which connect Asia to the Middle East, Europe, and Africa, and has attracted increased attention from extra-regional powers. The region has become vital to China’s Belt and Road Initiative, while the United States has identified maritime security in the region as a strategic priority. Outside engagement could help build capacity across a range of issues and direct much-needed investment towards maritime infrastructure and coastal welfare projects. However, this engagement should always be driven by the priorities of regional states, and to the degree that these external powers seek to use the region as a space for broader geostrategic proxy competition, such engagement could present a challenge to enhanced regional maritime cooperation.
Opportunities

As the countries of the Bay of Bengal work to improve cooperation on maritime issues, several key opportunities exist which could have significant and immediate impacts.

- **INDIA’S ROLE:** As India is the region’s predominant economic and security power, regional maritime cooperation efforts would benefit from the country’s continued leadership. By making financial and political investments in BIMSTEC, India can help overcome the resource constraints and history of infrequent meetings to develop BIMSTEC into a more robust organization. Continuing bilateral maritime capacity-building with Bay of Bengal neighbors will help address regional gaps in enforcement capacity and strengthen collective maritime security.

- **NARROW AND DEEP COOPERATION:** Many of the current efforts at regional maritime cooperation have perhaps been too broad, rather than focusing on a handful of top priorities. Organizations like BIMSTEC (with 14 current areas of cooperation) would benefit from having a reduced portfolio. The current plethora of subject areas overwhelsms limited resources and means that little tangible progress is made in any of them. Coming summits should focus on difficult conversations to significantly reduce the area of focus so that the limited resources can be put to driving progress on a handful of issues. Progress in a few areas would build confidence in maritime multilateralism, demonstrate the return on investment for member states, and leave room for future expansion into other issues.

- **TRACK-TWO EFFORTS:** Academics, public intellectuals, nonprofit organizations, and policy experts on maritime issues should be embraced and platforms for them to contribute to regional multilateral platforms expanded. They can help provide the expertise to craft common policies which are impactful and feasible for implementation. Expanding BIMSTEC’s Network of Policy Think Tanks would be a useful entry point.

- **FOCUS ON THE FIRST STEPS:** Certain forms of maritime cooperation elicit concerns over national security and sovereignty and require high levels of trust. Others have lower barriers to entry and require less political will for implementation. The latter should be the focus as maritime cooperation in the Bay of Bengal gathers steam. In enforcement efforts, for example, information-sharing and deconfliction of capacity-building efforts require less complex coordination and will be easier to achieve than regular coordinated or joint patrols. For the blue economy, a focus on connectivity infrastructure can pave the way for an eventual free trade agreement, an area where progress has been politically difficult. These small steps enhance confidence and build towards more difficult collaborative operations, policies, and investments.

- **EXTRA-REGIONAL PARTNERSHIPS:** As the geostrategic importance of the Bay of Bengal grows, so does the interest of outside stakeholders in seeing its multilateral organizations succeed. The United States, China, Japan, Australia, the European Union, and others should continue to play a constructive role in providing the resources, technology, and capabilities necessary for effective maritime cooperation in the Bay of Bengal. However, such capacity-building efforts must always be driven by the needs of regional states and multilateral organizations rather than used as a means of advancing the interests of external actors. Strengthening regional institutions in the Bay of Bengal will help the region ensure that it presents a united front and manages engagement with external powers on maritime issues in ways which benefit the collective interests of the region.

- **RESOURCES:** Finally, and most importantly, more resources need to be provided for regional maritime cooperation platforms. The dearth of financial and human resources available to organizations like BIMSTEC and IORA has been the primary hurdle to their development. All prior opportunities discussed are dependent on resolving this resourcing issue. Regional organizations, civil society, academia, and maritime government agencies can fill this gap by raising awareness of the challenges and opportunities present in the maritime space to increase the prioritization of the issue space in national governments.
Conclusion

Major challenges to cooperation on maritime issues in the Bay of Bengal cannot be ignored. In spite of the seriousness of these challenges, the region appears poised to make significant progress in the near future. The interests of regional states appear to be aligning in favor of increased maritime cooperation. The Bay of Bengal as a region—and maritime issues generally—are moving up the agenda. As these become a higher priority, regional maritime cooperation will become increasingly important as states seek to address shared challenges.

More money, people, policy focus, and political will are needed to make the Bay of Bengal's maritime cooperation plans a reality.
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

This report analyzes the overlapping challenges that threaten a secure, well-governed, and prosperous Bay of Bengal region. Ecological degradation threatens fisheries health and coastal welfare. Illicit networks profit from and commit violence against migrants crossing the Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea in search of better livelihoods and freedom from persecution. Illicit maritime trades in contraband, wildlife products, and drugs undermine the licit economy and have the potential to fuel conflict and corruption.

At the same time, the report highlights the immense opportunities that exist in the Bay of Bengal. The region has seen historic progress in fighting poverty and public health challenges. While more needs to be done to ensure that no coastal communities are excluded from their country’s economic and political systems, coastal welfare has increased dramatically in recent decades. Furthermore, there is immense potential for the regional blue economy to play an important role in driving continued progress in this area. As maritime concerns become more central in the region, platforms for multilateral maritime cooperation are gaining steady momentum.

It is important to view all of the diverse components of maritime security and governance in the Bay of Bengal not as isolated issues, but as a web of interconnected phenomena. Progress in each issue area is very often dependent on developments in others. This is a challenge in that it presents an incredibly complex maritime security environment, and one in which progress requires a comprehensive approach. However, this complexity also breeds opportunity. Progress on a few key inflection points can have spillover effects which improve the maritime security environment across a host of issue areas, creating a self-reinforcing cycle in which progress breeds more progress. In order to maximize the impact of limited resources, individual states and regional organizations should prioritize a few key points of entry which can generate broad progress and catalyze this self-reinforcing cycle. Some of these entry points include the following.
• **REGIONAL PORTS:** As detailed in this report, many ports in the Bay of Bengal suffer from inefficiency, corruption, and lack of capacity. These issues negatively impact maritime security and the blue economy in a variety of ways. On the economic front, corruption and a lack of capacity in some ports degrades the efficiency of shipping and international trade. In terms of security, long wait times at anchorage provide opportunities for armed robbery of vessels, while corruption creates opportunities for the flow of illicit trades. Improving the state of ports in the region will require large-scale investment in infrastructure and modern cargo-management systems. Progress on the latter has been seen in India’s Sagar Mala initiative, which would benefit from additional responsible outside investment. Automated cargo-management and customs systems can also help improve efficiency and limit opportunities for corruption, though such systems are costly and may encounter resistance from the entrenched interests of port officials and workers.

• **MARITIME DOMAIN AWARENESS:** The ability to understand developments in the maritime space and identify trends that may give warning of emerging threats is critical to maritime security at both a state and regional level. Without such awareness, kidnap for ransom and armed robbery at sea, illicit trades, maritime trafficking in persons, and IUU fishing can occur undetected. While the region has a moderate degree of capacity in this area, gaps remain. First, there are large gaps in the MDA capabilities of individual states in the Bay of Bengal which can be addressed in part by capacity-building efforts from partners both within and beyond the region. In addition, the difficulty of monitoring the activity of the numerous small vessels operating in the bay is a significant MDA gap. Developing systems for monitoring small vessels and building relationships with and reporting structures for fishers and coastal communities could help raise awareness of suspicious activity by smaller craft. As maritime crime is often transnational, regional information-sharing is also key to building MDA. The establishment of the IFC-IOR is a major step towards this goal and its further development is critical to improved regional MDA.

• **STATELESS COMMUNITIES:** One of the key drivers of maritime security challenges in the Bay of Bengal is the issue of statelessness. The stateless status of some coastal communities undermines their economic and physical security and drives dangerous maritime mixed migration, enriching criminal networks in the process. There is no easy solution to this challenge, but the development of legal migration pathways and increased assistance from the international community in finding a long-term resolution to the current Rohingya crisis will mitigate not only the suffering of stateless communities, but also the downstream impacts of statelessness on regional maritime security.

• **BIMSTEC:** BIMSTEC is the best-placed multilateral framework for addressing shared maritime security and governance challenges in the region. Its membership is centered around the Bay of Bengal, as opposed to organizations that have primarily South or Southeast Asian membership. It has adopted maritime issues as a central part of its agenda. And it appears to have renewed political will from its membership for concerted action. However, BIMSTEC also suffers from a lack of the financial, human, and technical resources that are necessary to push a maritime cooperation agenda and bring about substantive collaboration. Even modest additional investments from member states in BIMSTEC’s capacity could produce enhanced cooperation on a variety of maritime issues which will set the stage for the Bay of Bengal being a collaborative and integrated maritime space.

There are a host of ways that countries in the Bay of Bengal can work together to push their shared maritime space towards enhanced security and prosperity. The issues above serve as a few useful entry points that can positively impact maritime insecurity in the region across multiple issue areas and catalyze self-reinforcing progress. The Bay of Bengal is well placed to make significant gains in maritime security in the years to come. Regional states are placing renewed emphasis on the maritime space and more resources are being directed towards regional maritime cooperation frameworks, and regional governments are well positioned to mitigate maritime security challenges and bring sustainable security and prosperity to the Bay of Bengal.
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